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Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, April
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BASEBALL

LOSE A FRIEND
IN UNCLE PETE
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FOR LORDSBURG
comes to the National

When it
Pastime this year Lordsburg will
have its hat in the ring. For the
furthering of good grounds and a
good team the following amounts
have been subscribed by the people
of Lordsburg:
'
Morris and Wright, $30.
Election April
J. S. Brown, $50.

14, 1916

INULA

ti GKET IN FIELD

TXM CUATÍ

COriKS.

MEN SENTENCED
MINING TRANSACTIONS
George Carlson, the
United
T. B. Brant, of Tombstone, Ariz.,
has purchased the Oldem lead and States trooper, charged with the
a,
zinc mines at Steins, N. M., of killing of a fellow trooper at
was ordered committed to
William Charles. Mr. Charles has
been shipping steadily from the the state penitentiary at Santa Fe
Ha-chit-

With the death of "Uncle Pete"
Wehner in San Francisco last week
pending his comproperty to the El Paso smelter for for
the children of Lordsburg lost a
September term of
ing
at
the
quarter.
is
stated
trial
It
that
the
lait
friends who had in .store for them
p ourt. His commitment was read
ho consideration was $10,000. '
many treats. A week before his
On Monday of this week John following the pronouncement of
death "Uncle Pete" wrote the
the death sentence and Carlson
25. Rousing.Mass Meeting. Ticket Nominated Haydon sold the Panama mines
Western Liberal that he would reshowed the strain under which h
asT.
to
A.
Steins,
and
near
Lister
Meaney,
very
Wm.
$50.
turn here in a
short time and
was laboring at the unusual procity.
Panama
of
The
sociates
this
to tell all the "kids" that he was
W. F. Ritter, $50.
WHO'S WHO
For Mayor: George Hanner.
ceeding.
proposition
copper
which
from
a
is
bringing back a dozen more bicyGeorge Hanner, the candidate considerable shipping has been
For Clerk: Earle Kerr.
S. M. Chase', $50.
Arnold Cason, larceny of cattle,
cles for them. Several times when
Pe- for mayor, is an old time resident of
Robson,
trustees:
John
For
one of the most prom was given three to five years and
is
Hoy,
done
and
Fat
$35.
delayed
be
the Liberal would
in the
ter Fairley, Joe Olney, Felix R. Lordsburg, a man with strong con- ising mines in the Stems district $500 fine.
J. A. Leahy, $25.
mails "Uncle Pete" would wire
victions and a believer in progress. Mr. Lister has been negotiating for
Jones.
Eugene Rowland, charged with
this office enquiring as to the
J. L. Allen, $25.
He has been taught by experience, the" purchase 0f these mines for assault upon George Haydon, two
cause.
,
C, L. Nichols, $25.
aiiu win duvq some time
costs, suspended during good be-t- o
The above is the result of the me o vesb
iaitniuny.Tom Tong, $25.
three years with $500 fine and
nominations made at a meeting of XorasDurg
Born in Albany, Ind., In 1848,
's
John Robson is one of
havior,
and by working six months
Mr. Wehner came west, settling at
1st National Bank, $25.
the. citizens of Lordsburg, held at
ORGANIZE CLUB
He is a
oldest citizens.
on
ptiblic
roads.
the
K.
evenof
P.
Tuesday
the
Hall,
Santa Fe, N. M., where he remainMint Club, $25.
heavy property owner and has
The following sentence was passAt a meeting of the base-baed until 1882, when he came to El
Amounts of $10 were subscribed ing, April 11th, for the purpose of many interests in this city. He is boys
Wednesday evening, Ed ed by Judpe Neblett upon Iligh-towPaso, which was his home up till by Vendóme Hotel, llollen House, selecting the first municipal body
conservative and a good business
and Montei:
the time of his death.
D. W. Briel. Joe Olney, B. B. Own-b- of this city nd presenting the man. He will see that the welfare Fry was elected secretary of the
judgment and sentence of
The
Bush,
V.
treasurer
to
voters
same
on
club.
Tuesday,
Paris
the
George Stavro.
of our city is protected.
In the early '90's he organized an
court
is that you be remanded
the
April
captain.
25th.
Gammon,
On
and
Nat
of $5 were subocribed
Joe Olney, another native
Edison direct current plant in op byAmounts
to the custody of the sheriff of
Sunday
afternoon,
grounds,
the
On Monday afternoon circulars
Tom
Lansing,
M.
E.
It
Buvens,
is a well known cattle man
position to the original plant es- Q.
Mexico, and
will be held for obtain- Grant county, New safely
were distributed heralding the and successful in all his undertak- a try-oHardin, F. V. Bush.
kept in
by him be
you
tablished in El Paso. He operatthat
A
"meeting,
team.
o'clock,
ing
9:30
for
the
and
at
over ings. He, too, has local interests
material
This comprised the list up to
county
ed this plant for a time and then
jail
of
said
common
of
the
e
seventy-fivcitizens were present. and stands for progress in our city. grand stand is to be built and the
The names of those
day
removed it to Roswell. Some time Wednesday.
Bixty taking part in the voting of Mr. Olney has been a liberal con- grounds fenced.at an early date. Grant, until Friday, the fifth
subscribing
date
after
that
will
after he sold his interest in the
of May, A. D. 1916; that on said
an independent ticket.
tributor to all affairs for the good
plant as Roswell, he interested De puDiisnea next weeK.t
day, between the hours of 6 o'clock
The meeting was called to order of Lordsburg and will be a good
himself with Z. T White in the orin the forenoon and 6 o'clock In
by R. B. Ownby, who was made per- man for the first board of trustees.
ganization of the El Paso Gas, FILE ON 160 ACRES
the afternoon of said day, In n
chairman. F. V. Bush was
Felix R. Jones, a popular busi
Electric Light and Power ComADDITIONAL HOMESTEAD manent secretary.
enclosure to be erected by said
Ownby
Mr.
set
i elected
ness man, is a wise choice. He is
pany, the beginning of the present
sheriff on the court house grounds
A large number of persons in forth the object of the gathering, familiar with local conditions and
gas company. He remained in this
in the town of Silver City, the
county seat of said Grant county
company for several years and then southern Grant county who are stating that it was for the purpose stands for what he beleves to be
now holding 160 acre homesteads of nominating candidates for the right. He should be elected.
disposed of his interest.
and state of New Mexico, you be
who have already secured pat- - first city election, and the placing
xr
P. J. Fairley is another strong
then and there by the sheriff of
A tidy fortune was made by Mr. ent to lbO acres and are desirous oí of such a ticket before the voters, candidate.
As a miner he will
Finid county of Grant, hanged by
Wehner as manager of the Com- -' securing an additional allowance, without mixing politics into this represent the working
people As
the npck until you are dead and
missary department of the Mex- - have been making additional en- - important epoch, in the history of a property owner and a man with a
may God have mercy on your soul.
íco central railroad when it was tries before U. S. Commissioner Liordsburg.
family he stands for right and
.
I, Bush."
built.
EASTERN STAR MEETING
making
enThose
recent
Following the remarks by the justice. He is a man for an office
Grand Matron Mrs. Emma Muir
were Walter Rebusch, An chairman Rev. J. A. Land and C. or "city dad."
Later he came to
this
ritv
:
and a number of other officers
Earle Kerr is a young man well
he shipped the dumps
of the At- - ;honJr Conner, Mrs. Sarah Knight, W. Marsalis were given the floor.
from the Silver City chapter of the
n
wood mine to great advantage at a
"lear, uran They were in favor of not binding qualified for the position of city
err!
Eastern Star will pay an official
time when the smelters were in
the Deonle to vote for anv narticu- - clerk. He is familiar with local
to Lordsburg Chapter Friday
visit
been
conditions,
and
has
trained
candidates,
to
as
onlv
but
have
lar
need ot silica.
He acauired an
Petitions for designation
'
: pre- -, for clerical work, demanding exe
.' the
night.
interest in the Superior mine and filed in all of these entries. Where an obJ'ect of the meeting,
Tuesday evening the Deming orrealized a good sum on the pro-- a tract of land adjoining an orig- - sentation of the names óf candi-- 1 cutive ability. Llect Mr. Kerr,
der was visited and last Wednesday
perty when it was sold to the 85 inal entry is unfit for cultivation, dates.
.
the Santa Rita chapter No. 33. Fol0rnpany
not
bought
susceptible
A. W. Morningstar offered the
then
of irrigation and is
ffcV1 ry Boyle
THINGS TO BE DONE
lowing the session a sumptuous
mine at a tax sale primary grazing land, it is now name of George Hanner as mayor,
Some of the jobs the first city
was served by the Santa
banquet
and operated it last year. This, possible to petition the government It was approved by Joe Olney and council
on
Lordsburg
will have
of
however, was not successful, and to designate the tract as 320 acre unanimously accepted
Rita ladies and Mrs. Muir was preby the its hands will be:
a valuable i. souvenir
An El Paso store fixture man sented with
he returned to El Paso, later going land and by cultivating
crowd.
.
Making initial city appoint
.i .
.i
weeklookto San Francisco, where he recciv- - of the area (if possible) obtain ti- the
of
me
ui
spoon,
the
here
was
first
depicting
adivine
Earle Kerr was nominated as ments. '
The
ea expert medical attention.
i
At tie to the land.- Residence on the rit.v rlprlr hv r.ha Riwh .nH
Passing ordinances paving the
on
chapter
of establishing a drug store and
icviveu, uus ms condition land is not required li residence
by J. R. Ownby. The vote, way for future action.
evening.
Saturday
became worse, until he was unable on the original tract has been com-t- o onded
here.
fountain
soda
again was unanimous.
Cleaning up the town.
walk, and was taken to the Ger-- plied with. A reasonable fee of
Establishing fire protection.
The
selection
of
of
trustees
four
man hospital, where he died. His $10 is charged by the local
y
Open up streets that are being
was shipped to El Paso and missioner for the handling of these the city, to act without remunera fenced
follow-place.
tion,
then
1
took
The
j petitions and additional entries.
interred there.
Take hogs, burros and cattle off
ing persons were nominated: W.
H. Small, John Robson, P. J. Fair- - the streets.
Act on franchises.
ley, Kufus bmythe, Love K. Jones,
Pacify the howlers that are sure
Joe Olney, J. A. Leahy, Felix R.
Jones, H. J. McGrath and E. J. to howl.
Shearer.
A Handsome Limoges China Dinner Set
It was then suggested that a bal
Value $12.00 Given Free Every Week.
lot be taken for the selection of
OIL EXCITEMENT
if our men from the list.
Objec
Coupon Given Every Paid Admission
Word has come from Duncan
tions were then heard and the matGood for One Chance
ter voted upon. There were 35 in that in drilling a test well for arfarvor of and 15 against. The bal- tesian water near Franklin, and
close to the Grant County line, gas
ance of the crowd did not vote.
EVERY
was encountered at a depth of
balloting
The
done
was
then
and
Bu
T o VI
Our
about 900 feet, and that there are
the results checked as follows:
indications of oil.
Necessary For Holder of Lucky Coupons
John Robson, 48; Joe Olney, 32; excellent
There has been a big rush to the
To Be Present At Drawing
Fairley,
R.
P.
Jones,
J.
80;
Felix
WE Are HEADQUARTERS For All GOOD THINGS To EAT
scene and the ground has been lo28 ;' H. J. McGrath, 22; J. A. Leahy,
miles around. DISHES ON DISPLAY AT LIBERAL BUILDING
20; W. H. Small, 16; Ed J. Shearer, cated for
Both in Canned and Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
16; Rufus Smythe, 15; L. R. Jones,
We are Receiving Daily the Following and
5; Fat Hoy, 1.
BUSY DAY IN JUSTICE COURT
Those receiving the four largest
RnturHnv wia n hnsv riav in the
Selling Them at a Price That Anyvotes stated' their willingness to local hall of justice, where a num- one Can Afford to Eat Them.
accept the nomination as candi ber of cases were tried.
dates.
Telesforo Gambia, charged with
The chairman then stated that the murder of Francisco Bal, whom aa55H5gL5a5S5la5&biSEl
the nominating of these men did he is alleged to have hit over the
not mean that none others were head with a shovel, inflicting
privileged to run for office and wounds from which Bal died, was
Nice Green spinach, per bunch 5 cts.
.that any prson dissatisfied with the given a hearing, but owing to the
nominations could vote any ticket lack of evidence on the defend
Fresh Asparagus tips, 2 bunches for 25cts.
they
chose.
The crowd seemed ant's side, the case was continued
Nice firm head lettuce 5cts the head.
well pleased with the result of the until Saturday, April 15th.
Turnips, fresh from Cal. lOcts the bunch.
gathering.
Jose Olvera, charged with hold-lu- g
up the Alston saloon at
Carrots lOcts the bunch.
Those who came to the meeting
to see "firef'WOrks" were sorely Shakespeare, was bound over,
Beets lOcts the bunch.
Every effort has awaiting the action of the grand
.disappointed.
Fresh green onions 5cts the bunch.
been made to keep politics out oi jury.
Fresh red radishes, 5cts the bunch.
Another Mexican, arrested at
the first city election and so far
Nice large Cauliflower 2 heads for 25cts,
results have been perfect. Those the mine, was given a 90 day senwho expected to see the usual tence for carrying a revolver.
Rhubarb 31bs. for 25c.
Our New Shipment is Complete
'
clashes in Lordsburg over an elecSweet spuds 41bs. for 25cts.
RECEIVES SAD NEWS
tion, such as is now at hand, went
Celery lOcts, and 15cts the bunch.
away without their desires gratiFloyd Huntington, one of the
WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR WANTS
fied. The old gang is broken up lessees of the Nevada mine, reFresh Green peas, 21bs. for 25cts.
and Lordsburg is out of the rut of ceived word on Tuesday afternoon
Strawberries 15cts the bxx.
greedy political grab. The people that his wife had been seriously
Large Fla. Grape fruit 3 for 25cts. ,
are looking out for their best in- injured in an accident in WashingBest Eating apples. 31bs. for 25cts.
terests and the best men and the ton, where she was visiting with
relatives, and was not expected to
"old ring" is beaten to a pulp.
Good Been Davis Cooking apples 41bs. 25c
Big
Gall
April
25th
Election
live. Mr. Huntington left on No.
Cabbage 5cts the lb. Fresh from Texas.
The election for mayor, clerk 101 Wednesday morning.
and four councilmen, will be held
Tuesday, April 25th. The judges APPOINTMENTS FOR
appointed by the board of county
85 MINE PRECINCT
Dress-U- p
commissioners are: J. A. Leahy,
meeting
of the board of
At
the
Frankc R. Coon und II. L.
Silcounty
held
at
commissioners
The clerks are Howard Boyd
ver City last week, J. W. Jackson
WF. HAVE EVERY 'REQUIREMENT
p. m.'
and George Haydon.
6
Having the approval of the citi- was appointed Justice of the Peace
constable.
zens' meeting, t is doubtful if and Stanley Olmstead
appointments were made by
there will be any stronger tickets The
in tha field than the above men petition of the voters in the "85"
tioned. However, any person with precinct,
in the corporate limits of the town
THE ROBERTS & LEAIIY
The Studebaker and the Nation
mav run for any office desired and
the Western Liberal would be al automobile agent was here from
1M
pleased to announce any man de El Paso this week, demonstrating
consulting
with
cars
and
the
his
siriny. to run for office in the ne;t
local agents.
mué of the paper,

First- CityElection
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Nowadays no one know
bomb may bring forth.

what a

The civilizing Influences of the
are being extended to the
mote Jungles.

b

re-

At any rate, the world war seems to
have put the old fashioned "sob squad"
out of business.
It Is said that the college rah-raboy la disappearing. Another triumph
for cWlllzatloul

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

b

Bobby's idea of the splendldest Job
on earth Is that of export pie biter at
a food exhibit contest
few years we may expect
historians to begin striking tor higher
wages and more hours.
Within

Nert to cettlemeut dlplomscy regards prolonging the misunderstanding as the best thing possible.
Twould seem uaeless to try to con
quer half the world by love so long as
the other half carrlea a gun.
Edison says he'd rather work than
banquet, having In mind, no
doubt, aome of Jue speeches.

attei,

It Is admitted that very few of the
unofficial movie censors are aa thorough aa tba war newa censors.
It Is said that the poodles of Paris
are not In the least concerned over
the proximity of the German Une.
It Is mighty hard to have a boy scout
In the family If you have an automobile. He will want to ride. too.

hiker

pastor laments that the art of
conversation Is 1st. But there la no
diminution In the propensity to gossip.
A

Doctor Jllrechberg ssys don't eat a
porterhouse steak oftener than once
a day That's good advice. We accept it.
-

The rulen for the avoidance of grippe
would be easier to obey if tbey were
all like the one cautioning against
overwork.
Maybe, tf the truth were known,
the man who originated the Idea that
one good turn deserves another had
an ax to grind.

After listening to an Interesting
travelogue a henpecked husband la
Oiled with an Intense desire to take
the same trip alone.
Judging from the manner of Its subsidence, that general uprising In China
waa for the expreas purpose of giving
Emp Yuan the salute.

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

vrtrs

Nawranr

Unto wsws Sarvlee,

ABOUT THE WAR

America denounced In relchstag
virtual "arsenal for entente allies."
Lord Robert Cecil denies Germany
ever made peace overtures.
German submarine sunk by French
and British warships and crew captured.
Several more neutral ships reported destroyed by submarines In tin
war zone.
Official report ot American attache
supports theory steamer SuBsex was
torpedoed.
Austrians have drawn the Italiana
a
from tbe border ridge between
and Monte Fumo.
Washington to await German reply
on Sussex before taking further action
controversy.
In
Prince Nicholas of Greece in a letter to Lord Burnham pleads for better
treatment of Greece by the allies.
Germans capture Haucourt In campaign to capture
Verdun, whilo
French retake trenches lost In attack.
British capture town of Felahle In
Mesopotamia from Turks in advance
to relieve besieged English force at

Tbe German losses before Verdun
have reached 200,000 men, one of the
greatest losses in the whole range ot
warfare, according to estimates made
public from a Paris
l
source.
The French war office officially
that during the month of
March a total of thirty-fivGerman
aeroplanes were destroyed and that
tbe French aerial losses amounted to
only thirteen aeroplanes.
Not only have the Germans been engaged in heavy fighting with tbi
French around Verdun, but they havo
launched a strong attack against the
new British positions near St Elol,
which Ilea a few miles south of Ypres,
In an endeavor to regain 600 yards
of trenches which the British won
from them ten days ago.
semi-officia-

e

much-neede-

Now that oome of the government
troops have Joined the Chinese rebels
Yuan

Shih-ka- l

may

feel

Justified

In

reprimanding bis friends for tbe kind
of unanimity with which they handed
blm the crown.
'

Give a woman her share of the time
for tonversation. and sne will not
crumple at what tb other woman

says unless, of rourae. the other woman has the best of her In tbe matter
,
of operatlona.
The
was

der

larks

man saya soap
ot invented rm early as gunpowAnd so fa; as we ran se it still
much cf being ss popular.
Globe-Democr-

hsd alwr.ya heard that "clothes
snake the man." but thai It takea four
leen suits and ten overcoats puts a
lot of us In the "also ran" class
W

The handclasp bares character,

ac-

cording to a noted psychologist, and
It must be admitted thsl excessive

Indulgence ususlty Indicates ao intense desire to be elected to office.

WASHINGTON
Joint resolution directing the
Census Bureau to collect and publish
statistics of raw and prepared cotton
and Its products consumed In manu
facture of explosives passed the
House, 109 to 129.
Laws forbidding Interstate commerce In prison-madgoods were
urged before the Senate labor committee by representatives of manufacturers who declared they were unable
to compete with convict, labor.
Col. H. J. Slocum, who commanded
the American troops at Columbus, is
endeavoring to convince the War De-partment that treachery on the part
of Mexicans
supposedly hostile to
Villa caused the United States
to be surprised In tbe Villa raid.
Two former residents of Deulso.i
have been shot as spies by the Canadian government, according to advices received at Denlson, la.
Acceptance by the federal government of the Kentucky farm and cabin
where Abraham Lincoln was born,
with an endowment fund of about
$50.000 in bonds on the city of Louisville, was urged In the House.
Persisterft reports that the American forces In Mexico might be recalled soon are emphatically denied
by Secretary of State Lansing and
Secretary of War Baker. Both do- A

e

so'-die-

i

Li
i LÜ Li

"Ha Who

I

-

buuaÜ

and Docs Work
Not Want."

Will

WESTERN

dlHtrlbutlon.

Lung
governor of the
prcvineo of Kwang-Tung- .
In conformity with the wishes of the pontile, declared the Independence of the province.

Sir John Kldon Gorst, financial secretary to the treasury In 1891, and
member of Parliament for Cambridge
University,
died at bis home
1893-190-

In London.

'

-

The British government's contribution for the relief of Belgium and
northern France Is about
500.000
monthly, Sir Edward Grey, the foreign secretary, said In tbe House of
Commons.
Women will have a great deal to

r

LIMING AND OIL

Will

J
YcnGa
-I

SPORTING NEWS
In match play at Colorado Springs

between Fred Eames of Denver, and
S. E. Luke of Chicago, the former woi
two out of three, games.
Ralph Glaze, former big league
pitcher and coach last year at the
University of Southern California,
was formally appointed football coach
at Drake University at Des Moines,
Iowa.

Charlie' White, the Chicago lightweight, was awarded a decision over
Matt Wells, English
lightweight
champion. In a fifteen-rounbout at
Kansas City.
The suits of John F. Coffey, baseball captain, and his wife, against J.
C. McGill, baseball owner and manager. In which the captain and his
wife each seek to recover $20,000 from
the manager for an alleged attack on
Mrs. Coffee, will be held In the District Court In Denver behind closed
d

doors.

GENERAL
The Democrats made material gains
In the Chicago city election.
Five men were stabbed and fourteen other persons, five of them girls,
were injured by alleged strikers in a
raid on a shirtwaist factory In Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lingerie of Mrs. Elizabeth Gordon
Pelton, erstwhile wife of Dan R, Han-na- ,
has been seized by United States
treasury

agents, it was learned at
It Is valued at $1,000.
Detroit newspapers which compiled
returns of the presidential preference
primary held In Michigan were agreed
that Henry Ford of Detroit defeated
Senator William Alden Smith of
Grand Rapids for the Republican nomination by a majority ot 3,500.
The total gifts of the Rockefeller
foundation during 1916 amounted to
$7,527,932.
In addition to that amount
pledges were made for the expenditure ot $1,086,023 during 1916 to organizations which are not affiliated
with the foundation.
One former Progressive and three
Republicans will make up Indiana's
"big four" to the Republican national
convention. The state convention by
acclamation elected Fred AJ Sims,
James A, Hemenway, Will H. Hays
and E. C. Toner delegates-at-large- .
Harry 8. New and James Ell Watson were nominated by acclamation
for the long and short term United
States senatorshlps.
An International anarchistic plot to
assassinate all rulers ot Europe has
been discovered at Chicago, according
to a formal statement issued by Mac-la- y
Hoyne, state's attorney ot . Cook
county.
The suspected plot was unearthed by the state's attorney's men
whlle Investigating the activities of
Jean Crones, suspected poisoner of
the guests at the banquet In honor of
Archbishop Mundelein a tew weeks
New York.

-

p

As In the United States It Is said,

that the Mcnnonites In Canada are
very much oppressed, and have to suffer from a great deal (on account of
the War In Europe) and I have been
requested to write something about
this, I will do so.
I came with my parents A. D. 1874,
from Southern Rus- Does not
sla to America,
Fear
South Dakota, and
.Oppressions,
A. D. 1907 I came
with my family
here to Western Cnnsda, here we have
found a healthy climate; the acre
yields on an average more and wheat
Is better than In South Dakota. What
concerns the Government, up to now
we have had a good one, have been
ible to live according to our creed and
have not been oppressed In any way,
and I believe: All Mennonltes. who
live according to the fundamental beliefs of the Mennonltes and to God's
word, as their guide, will agree with

Western Newspaper Union News Servir.

Metal Market Prices.'
Spelter, St. Louis, $16.42.
Copper, casting, $2(1.37
Now York, $7.75.

Bar silver,

w
,

book-keepin-

iawI

I

c

61

Tungsten, per unit of 60
per cent, $S2.60; 25 per cent, $49.28;
10 per cent, $14.

T"OR 35 years

Cripple Creek Mine Output In March.
Cripple Creek Mines In the Cripple
Creek district produced for the month
or March 86,672
tons of Ore ot the
average value ot $14.17 per ton, and of
Tbe
the gross value ot $1,227,810.
tons reported treated at the various
mills and values were as follows:
Average
Tonnage. Value.
Ool.len Cycle .3i.0uu $18.00
Portlnnrl, Colo-

Dant.

rado Bp'KS.
Portland, Victor
Portland's Independence)
.
...
Isabella
y

$G3,0U0

16S.S00

17,600

1.17

56.175

200-fo-

100-fo-

600-fo-

Free Color Plana

bent decorator advise the trse) í
of stencils to produce contrasting y,
wall arid ceilms borders.
atendía cost from 50 cents to
13 00 each: but U you will write live
the free Alabastine Packet." con.
(amine; hand colored proof- of U of
the very latest stencil erfecte, w
will tell you how you can have
your choice of these and 60
others at practically no expense.
Write today for this abtatMUif
fna decorating terviu,

The

Arizona.

Freighters are hauling ore from the
Ruby Copper Company, at the old
Mansfield camp north of Patagonia,
for shipment to the smelter.
T. M. Heck and William Powers
have bonded to Frank Relchert and
J. B. P. Bchultz
the Dick Bland
group, situated In the Alto district.
The Gilt Edge at Oatman Is fast
level, although
getting to the
work of crosBcuttlng several veins
on the
level Is under way.
Crosscutting to the vein on the
level of the Big Jim mine
at Oatman is now under way. It Is
expected that the vein will be encountered la a distance of about
100 feet.
.

Í

Alaba&iine Co.
Crane' RaaUi,
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tOVEHALL
Keep Kids Kleen
w4 prartieal, btBbfuL AytiW
nrrtMDti rtr in Toiled kf duldrai I to
one paeae with
B ycu of Me. Made
drop back. Ejilr Ut)! mm or otf
EWywMhed. No bHt Lattc Uoda
to atop orcaUbOB. Mad m blur
drum, and blua and wbü bkkory
tripe (of all the yemr rotad. Alto
Th

a

r

tiauk Uue, Cfadrl Uue, tea o cUtk raxi
lor MirnaxaT wear, all arwoxirrir
"Jatea.
biwiKd with fart-cMadem Lhrlch neck with elbow
Mck aad ka
trofrva aod ia
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New Mexico.

MS

Hick and Jones, of near Cuervo,
are drilling for oil on their ranch
northwest of that town.
The Phelps-Dodginterests have
taken a bond and lease on several
properties in the Organ MountaU

75c the suit

V tow dealer casBat mwIjtjkml
iheaa, ertarva. pnp w
We will
Co receip ol price; 73c jcK.

ad

e

district

Í

mixrs perfectly In cold water. Yort
can apply it ymjrmeit or yoir l.Kal
painter will do the work reanrmanly.
Be sura that you set Alabmfre
brmiRht on the job In properly
labeled packages

Orón

11.00

t

been sold everywhere by psint,
hardware, drtiflt, and Reneral
stores. It is known by dealers
and uwrs al ike as the"tint beautiful" for walls and ceiling
Alabas ine Is a dry powder that

Value.

11,60

Alabafitine fia

M been the choice of house.
wives who take particular
pride Jn the decoration of
their homes.
For 35 years Alabantine has

Caly-Jerr-

receipts and expenditures, showing at
the end ot the year a balance, either
for or against. The farmer of Western
Canada Is no exception to this. It is
were
felt if more careful
resorted to there that much better re
sults would be obStatistical State- tained and shown.
ment Shows a Divi- There Is the case
dend of 68 In ot the Crowfoot
Farming Co., ot
1915.
Crowfoot, Alberta.
It has Just Issued a certified statement
of Its operation's for the years 1912,
1913, 1914 and 1915. This Company
has had for the past few years about
1300 acres In wheat and between 200
and 250 in oats. The total operating
and general expenses for 1912, including Interest at 6 and depreciation at
15, were $12,587, for 1913 $17,606. for
1914 $18.729, and for 1916, $29,804.43.
Expense per acre cf land In crop was
$7.80 In 1912, $11.67 in 1913, $11.70 in
1914, and $17.87 In 1916.
Total receipts were $15.531 in 1912, $30,661 in
1913, $31,589.87 In 1914, and $62,620.26
In 1915. The percentage earned upon
In 1912,
capital Invested waa 64
30
in 1914, and 60 in
in 1913, 23
1916, In which year It paid a cash dividend of 68.
The Company's statement shows
that the average dates ot finishing
seeding was April 20th; the average
date commenced cutting waa August
.
18th. Advertisement.

i

Boulder.

me.
10.247
14.900
,1.S
He, who, here in Canada, will and
1.40
6.1S4
1,160
does work, will not want. So much as
6.901
4.50
Johnson . r 1,112
an answer.
Smeltere, Den23C.50O
65.00
ver & Kblo . 4,100
Remain your friend,
(Sgd.) DIEDRICH GOOSSEN.
114.17 11,27,810
. 86.671
Totals

Very few farmers cultivate the habit
of keeplrg careful accounts of their
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NEWS

pointed a commission to regulate their

Lob-blalt-

o

rest, disbe taking a
turbed but little by the Intermittent
roar of big guna and tbe desultory
buzzing of seroplanea.

100,000 at
King George hns placed
the disannul of the treasury.
Venlzelos,
Greeks, rioting
for
stopped royal parade at Athens.
Tho German government expropriated coffee, tea and chicory and ap-

say about running England .after the
war. If they get the vote they will
rule England's electorate, as there
were 1,000,000 more British women
than men before the war.
Gen. Zuopelli, the minister ofwar,
has resigned on account ot ill health.
King Victor Emanuel has accepted bis
resignation and appointed Gen. Paolo
Morrone,
commander of an army
corps, to succeed him.
The fiftieth anniversary of the entrance of Field Marshal von Hinden-burInto military service was made
the occasion of many tributes to tbe
Emperor William
famous soldier.
sent a portrait of himself to the field
marshal.
Peace is no nearer in war-torEurope as the result of the German
chancellor's relchstag speech. Every
British officii' interviewed scoffed at
the idea that the allies might agreo
to end the war on the terms stated
by Germany.
Gen. Aguilar denied
vigorously
stories published In the Americaa
press to the effect that the Carranza
government had given permission to
requestreport
The
that Greece has
ed wltndrawal of the French and the United States army forces to use
British forces at Saloulkl Is reiterated Mexican railways for transportation
of foodstuffs and supplies.
in an Athens dispatch.

A Philadelphia thief haa stolen an WESTERN
encyclopedia.
Evidently the InstallWarren G. Harding, of Ohio, has
ment plan method of getting one had been selected for temporary chairno attractions for him.
man of the Republican National Convention at Chicago, June 7.
Advice from outsiders la no more
Father Angel Maria Barcelo, age 65
acceptable to any of the countries In
Europe than it Is to the rest of us, years, whose death is attributed by
hla friends to a broken heart, beeven If they are at war.
cause ot his exile from Sonora more
An latcurable optimist Is a fellow than a year ago, was burled at Dougwho can't help thlnkln
bow lucky las. Ariz.
Joseph C. Bentley, head ot the MorJonah waa not to have voyaged In
the days of submarlnea and floating mon Colony at Colonia Juarez, Mexico, addressing the Mormon conference
minea.
at Salt Lake City, Utah, said the namo
That little story of a German air- of Villa strikes terror to all hearts
man dropping a note Into the British In Mexico, regardless of race, creed or
lines which brought forth a British color.
airman with a pair of trousers for a
Fifty persons, Including women and
fellow aviator In distress shows that children, were murdered by bandits
war still has some regard for pro- between Torreón Zacatecas, March 28,
priety.
when the marauders wrecked th3
train on which they were riding, acA contemporary pleada for the ose cording to word brought to Laredo,
words
old
of certain
tbst have become Tex., by passengers.
The war has created ao
obsolete.
A Vllllsta band, under Simon Reyes
many new worda there lan't room for
and Chacon, attempted to surprise the
the old ones.
garrison In the mining town of ParShould the "forehead kiss" become ras, several miles east of Torreón,
popular, the main difficulty preaented Méx. The garrlBon, under Col. J. M.
by a few leading eugenlsts la that Gonzalez, drove off the bandits, killand capturing a quantity
their devoted female trlenda won't ing forty-twof arms and a number of horses.
know where to begin.

In all the war xonea Mars seems to

w.
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new Mexico
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ANFREE,rr

Beware of ImitsfirwM. Look for
tho Twol-Ux- a
o. Am LUL

Leri Strauss A Co., San Francisco

Awards, 6RAND PRIZE at 1st P.r.l.C
J
One ot tbe most notable mining
discoveries ot recent years In the
On the Face of It.
Deming section of New Mexico was
"Mustaches come and mustaches
made about a month ago, when John
J. Hyatt uncovered a large deposit go," scraped the razor to the lip.
"But I go on forever," winked tha
of manganese on his ranch north of
eyebrow
In an almost Inaudible
Cooks.
whisper.
B. D. Davidson and partner, - who
"What an 'lghbrow remark," twithave a lease on the Lookout mine on
Trujillo creek, are taking out some tered the chin.
"And what a lot of cheek," cut In
extremely rich ore, some ot which
Anachronism.
razor.
the
Nearly all of tbe prominent business Is richer than any ore ever before
Whereat they all bristled up and the
men of America have some connec- taken from that property, which la blood flowed freely. Michigan Gartion with the church; many of them past years produced ore that went goyle.
are conspicuous leaders of Christian better than $50,000 to the ton.
enterprise. Industrially they are DocTen smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Wyoming.
tor Jekyll; ecclesiastically they are
Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, ele.tr
Mr. Hyde. What use is there in glossThere is great activity In and white clothes. Adv.
ing the matter? They are proud ol around tbe
mining properties at
Money talks, but it doesn't say half
being JuBt and fair where it is an Guernsey, which speaks much tor the
economic necessity; they are brutally present and future prosperity of that as much as the wife of a man who declines to fdve up.
callous where it Is a religious grace. locality.
The employer who. dare not rip a
Cody,
Near
a new oil field will
ASK FOR AND GET
faithful but
mechanic from soon be developed that will rival the
his lathe and throw him upon the other great oil fields of jWyomlng in
mercy of the community will tear a the belief of
Denver men who are infaithful but
preacher terested in a company which has Just
upon
from his pulpit and drop him
THC HIGHEST QUALITY
drilled three wells now producing 200
the lean, cold bosom of charity. Jo barrels dally.
seph H. Odell In Atlantic.
W. C. and C. W. Ford have
brought in the first oil gusher In
Save
trademark t'gnarure of Paul F.
SALTS IF BACKACHY OR
the - Grass Creek district north of Skinner the
from all package and exchange free
KIDNEYS TROUBLE YOU Thermopolls, in which a number of for Oneida Community Silverware.
v7rite
Important oil discoveries had been today for free
recipe book and full
Eat Lesa Meat If Your Kidney Aren't made. The new well Is flowing 500 inormabon,
Acting Right or If Back Hurta or.
barrels daily ot
oil.
SKINNER MFG. CO., OMAHA, UJJL
Bladder Bothers You.
LAMEST MACARONI FACTORY IN AMERICA
1-- 3

.

.

gray-haire-

d

gray-haire-

d

MACARONI

high-grad-

When you wake up with backache
and dull misery in the kidney region
it generally means you have been eat
Ing too much meat, says a
authority. Meat forma uric acid which
overworks the kidneys In their effort
to filter It from the blood and they become sort of paralyzed and loggy.
When your kidneys get sluggish and
clog you must relieve them like you
relieve your bowels; removing all the
body's urinous waste, else you have
backache, sick headache, dizzy spells;
your stomach sours, tongue is coated,
and when the weather is bad you have
rheumatic twinges. The urine is
cloudy, full of sediment, channels often get sore, water scalds and you are
obliged to seek relief two or three
times during the night
Either consult a good, reliable physl
clan at once or get from your pharma
cist about four ounces of Jad Salts;
take a tablespoonful In m glass ol
water before breakfast for a few days
and your kidneys will then act fine.
This famous salts is made from the
acid ot grapes and lemon Juice, com
blned with lithla, and has been used
ago.
for generations to clean and stimulate
The Progressive state convention sluggish kidneys, also to neutralize
at Bangor, Me., elected twelve dele- acids In the urine so it no longer Irrl
gates to the national convention, each tates, thus ending bladder weakness
with half a vote, and adopted a platJad Salts la a Ufa saver for regular
form, the principal planks of which meat eaters. It is inexpensive, cannot
advocated national preparedness, an injure and makes a delightful, efferadequate merchant marine and a pro- vescent llthia-wate- r
drink. Adv.
tective tariff "framed by a
Much- More Refined.
scientific commission."
"Do you mean to say the finger of
A check for slightly more than
said to be the largest ever suspicion Is pointed at Mrs. Gadder?"
"Oh, dear no! That Is never done
drawn, passed through the New York
But when she appear
clearing house. It was made by J. P. in our set.
'
lifting ot eye
Morgan & Co. on a local bank to the there Is a percept
brows."
nrriftr nf tbe Canad
m'trnirant
well-know- n

e

Colorado.
Rich tungsten ore has been found
near Creede.
Three cars ot tungsten concentrates shipped from Boulder are

worth approximate $305,000.
The sale of the Lost Hope mines at
Leadville to the New Jersey Zino
Company for $500,000
cash was confirmed.
It Is reliably reported that the
Barker Claim No. 3, which is centrally located in the Nederland district, is producing $20,000 a month.
Ten sacks of high grade tungsten
were shipped by Jean Roland of the
Silverton Hamlet mine to eastern
parties from the Avanzlnnl property.
Rich tungsten strikes are reported
on all sides ot Telluride. The moat
recent ones are some additional
strikes at Silverton and some strikes
.
near Irouton.
Drilling through a "cap" rock that
Is dally expected to give way to a
gusher of oil, at a depth of 3,050 feet
the
Oil Company at
Aurora Is attracting the Interest ot
Denver and outside capital.
The Tonopaa
Placer Company
made the first shipment of placer
gold bricks from Breckenrldge for
the season of 1916. Two gold brick!
worth $7,000 were shipped to the
United States mint by the company.
Probably one ot the purest streaks
of tungsten ore thus far found In the
country is the
vein recently
opened up by C. A. Marshall and associates In their new location on Cement creek la the Silverton district.
It Is reported that a city lot In
Nederland sold for 15.000
five-Inc-
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Davit, Electric Llghti
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Greatest hill climber; tg to
10.0(

80 nllea on 1 saltos
eaaolina
tnllea on one aet
Urea.
Uiewitrt Speedometer, one man aaotinlroflop, 1
tn. wheel bane, 82i3H Inch Urea, weight l,uO
ponnda
lifc-r-z
fjutrlbiilorsj for Colorado.
Mew Mexico. Wyoming- - and Western
Nebras

THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
Buooessur to Colorado
BROADWAY

1636-4- -t

CarUircar

Oo.

DENVER. COLO.

LIVE AGENT8 WANTED
EU-- IH

FOR SALE

PERFECT

COK ull ION
Ford Runabout Bodies.
..f?.S0O
Touring Car "
7J.0O
uoodnch Tires (front)
S 50
Rear Spilngs
a.oo
The Turjer CoowercUl A oto Co.
Itui Arapaao, SI.
Dsavar,
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DENVER. COLO. 6T.
Liquor and Drug Addictions
AND

CURTIS

oured by a scientific course .ot mcdicatiou.
The only place in Colorado where tin
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Interés para toda la gente
da Nuevo Mexico.

How She Was Relieved from
Pain by Lydla EL PInkham'
Vegetable Compound.

De
BOO.OOO
.:
RUI'.,
4.1100,000
XTaaitedL Gtatoa XDepoaitory
4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
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Vnlon NewR Service.

Nuevo Mexico.
El din de "Arbor" fué gnneratmoute
obseivudo por todo el eBtado.
Un incendio destruyo el granoro y
contenido (le D. J. Owen,' do Clovls. '
Las estaciones do ferrocarril en Tu- larosa y Day ion fueron destruidas por
un Incendio.
Los maestros de escuelu del con
dado do Curry se reunirán en Clovls
el :5 do abril.
El 14 de abril será día de "Faja- ros- según la proclamación del Gobernador McDonald.
El farrornrril del Santa Fé construi
rá una casa de máquinas, rotunda, de
cinco piezas en Carlsbad.
La estación de ferrocarril del Santa
Fé en Dayton fué destruida por un
incendio.
La pérdida serla de 14.000.
Castulo Silva de Dilia y William E.
Kelloy de Socorro fueron nombrados
de notarios públicos por el Gobernador McDonald.
Por un voto de 10C contra 6. los
hombres de negocio de Albuquerque
decidieron tener una exhibición de
estado este afio!
Un guardafreno del nombre de
Shaw operando entre Roswell y CIo-yi- s
tuvo el pie amputado en los patios
del ferrocarril en Clovls.
El ferrocarril del Santa Fé se está
preparando para hacer extensos trabajos de mejoramiento en su vfa atravesando el valle de Pecos.
La cámara de comercio de Deming
ha decidido ocuparse dft la realización
de una exhibición en el condado de
Luna en septiembre próximo.
La lechería a Deming está ahora
recibiendo de 900 á 1,000 libras de
nata cada sumana, y produciendo de
300 ft 350 libras de mantequilla,
W. P. Southard de Albuquerque,

who nmitrniplaie opmlug Initial oraddlllnnal
ID El i'rtrtO.

MCOOUIIti
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$6,000,000

Oopnslts made by tnall are promptly acknowledged.

HjÁáÁtó
sum
The Ford Agency
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Taunton, Mass." I had pains In both
Ides and when my periods came I had
to at ay at horn
from work and suf-

fer

m

long time.

One day

a

woman

came to our hous

and asked my

mother why I was
suffering. Mother
told her that I suffered every mouth
and she said, 'Why

don't you buy a

-

bottle of Lydia E.

Shutter Front Poultry House.

It

la not tile easiest thing in the
world to so feed young chickens as to

tion is one of great importance and
many people who have raised poultry
for years without keeping account of
expenses, and then turned to a sensible system of accounts, have been
surprised to learn that it cost them
more to keep their flocks than they
received from them. However, people
are learning how to manage poultry
and even with grain at the high prices
that nave prevailed the last five years
have been able to make a comparatively good profit In poultry.
For growing chickens a mixture
composed of three pounds of wheat,
three pounds of cornmeal, meat containing 60 per cent of digestible protein mixed with two pounds of finely
cut clover or alfalfa makes an excel- -

Pinkham's Vejretable Compound? ' Mjr
mother bought it and the next month I
was so well that I worked all the month
without staying at home a day. I ant
in good health now and have told lots of
girls about It" Miss Clarice Morin,
22 Russell Street, Taunton, Mass.
Thousands of girls suffer in sllenc
every month rather than consult a physician. If girls who are troubled with
painful or Irregular periods, backache,
headache, dragglng-dow- n
sensations,
fainting spells or indigestion would take
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, & safe and pure remedy mud
from roots and herbs, much suiTerinj

bring them to an early and perfect
maturity and then to continue feeding
them to produce eggs and meat in the
greatest quantities. Too many people
let the chickens feed themselves. OthA Full And Complete Line of Accessories
ers seem to think that a few handfuls
of corn thrown out night and morning
is sufficient. Unless confined in pens
At All Times
where they cannot get at their natural
fdod chickens will manage to survive
on indifferent feeding for a long time.
but if they are to be brought to a full
state of perfection and if they are to
night be avoided.
; Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
be made to produce all the eggs possiWrite to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicina
ble and tip the beam at market time
And Silver City. Save Time And Money
Co., Lynn, Mass. (confidential) for free
at the highest notch, a careful study
advice which will prove helpful.
of feeding is necessary.
The natural food of fowls is meat,
seeds and grain. The meat they find
LIVEn-GUAFl- D
in bugs and worms and the dry feed
In the seeds of grass and grain of the
Reliem Torpid Lrer, CoeeUpatk. BiUarTMta, Bad
Breath, NaOMa, Diiiinaai, Biltuunma. Hmdaoha,
range. It allowed free range and givMake Your Headquarters at the
Btoola, Uta
DrowMDMa, InoompUta and
en access to this In sufficient quantiand Colicky Paina la Iba Bowela, Rnmblinjr, Bloating.
back,
and
tba
Lirar
Paia
uadar
KatukOai Biia.
aeroai
ties fowls will balance their own raSAMPLE FREE
tions and perhaps get as good results
DR. BOTES, farina Ballalat.
Saa PraaciaM, Cat.
as if fed by hand. If they are con- Chicken Feed Trough Accessible From
supBoth 8ldes With Cover On.
fined the lack of meat must be
Poor Substitute.
plied; but It must be understood that
"Mamma, won't you buy me a little
lent
animal matter in the shape of meat may ration. Other grains at times, puppy
dog?"
take the place of wheat or corn,
meal, meat Bcraps or cut bone is dan- although nothing will quite equal
"No, Ethel. You've got that little
gorous
conjunction
Is
In
fed
unless
it
anunció qie aceptarla la presidencia
them.
kitten Aunt Mary gave you. Un't that
de la comisión de exhibición de esta- with other food.
Of course in addition to grain and enough?"
dangerous
extremely
give
to
It is
do, anunciada por el gobernador.
"No, mamma.
I don't like Kitty a
meat fowls must have plenty of grit,
El molino grande de asserrar ma- fowls too much of any concentrated granulated bone or wood charcoal at bit. I tried to give her a bath this
Steam neat. Hot and Cold Water. Electric HirhU.
only
food
as
ravonous
renders
it
them
dera en Alamogordo de nuevo será
all times. Green food in the shape of afternoon and she scratched me someS
PRIVATE ÜATHS. KEASÜNABLE RATES
puesto en movimiento después de ha- and unsatisfied, and in the end results chopped alfalfa leaves or clover Is es- thing awful."
be
disease
Food
and
must
in
death.
ber estado inactivo por míg de ocho
particularly In the winter
nutritious and to balance the bulk, dry sential,
años.
the birds do not have access to
To keep dean and healthy take Dr.
matter and animal matter must be of when
range. This should be kept before Pierce'a Pleasant Pellets. They regulate
the
compró al Sr. Hewett, proper proportion to
Alston
Set
X VWWWWWWWWW
V
form just the
VWWW WW V V V wx de Dunlap, 1,840 acres de
liver, bowela and stomach. Adv.
tierra, 150 right combination to produce health the chickens at all times or it may be
vacas reciBtradas, cuarenta vacas de and the best conditions for laying and fed In the grain mixture.
Broke Poor Father.
Grit is absolutely necessary because
grado" y 1,800 ovejas el precio de producing meat.
First Kid We got a piano at our
chickens cannot digest the food in
S 47,500t- As to the quantity to be fed there
crops without.it. For this pur- bouse.
Se 'produjo un accidente horroroso can be no fixed rule. The safe way their
Second Kid So've we. We got ours
oyster shells, coarse sand
pose
ground
en la mina de Koehler, resultando enj Is to feed liberally all that the flock
ground rock may be used. Whn on the ipsolvent plan.
or
la muerte de Arthur Reed, el hijo de
at large chickens supply their own
velntires años del Sr. y de la Sra.
grit and it is not necessary to keep it
William Reed de Ratón.
before them except when they are con& Señora Maude Hawk Wright cou
fined.
Contractor, Builder, Estimator
Now Is th Tlm to ttt Rid of TboM
su niño retornaron ft Silver City de
The difficulty of keeping the feed
El Puso. La Señora Wright fué pre
no lonicur the sllghtcit need of
ex
dry
during
Thre'a
clean
and
continued
and Estimating Free
feeling aihamed of your frock)", mm lb
sa por los bandidos de Villa cuando
posure is nearly overcome by using prescription
tren(rth im
othlno double
estos atacaion á Columbus.
Chicken Feed Trough With Cover Re troughs with slatted sides and broad, fUHrnnteed to ruinove these homely apota.
get
ounce
Simply
of
dmibl
an
othlne
Mining Timbers Framed. Mining Wedges made and Sold
moved.
detachable roofs. Build the troughs strength from your druggist, and apply
Un total de $103,650 esta apropiado
you
morning
night
and
and
It
of
little
long,
to
ten
with
from
para la escuela india de los Estados
six
feet
the should soon se that ven ths worst freckles
Unidos- - en Santa Fé en el proyecto will eat up clean. It is never safe to sides Ave inches hlgk. The lath slats hnv begun to disappear, while the lighter
ones have vanished entirely.
It la seldom,
general de apropiación india pasado cut down the rations of growing birds are two inches apart, and the troughs that more
than one ounce im needed to comuntil some feed is left over every day. are sixteen Inches high from floor to pletely clear the akin and guln a beautiful
por el senado en Washington.
clefir complexion,
Of course too much feed of the fat
He sure to ask for the double strength
La Asociación de Reunión de- Cow tening quality is not good for laying roof.' The roofs project about two othlne,
this Is sold under guarttnteu of
effectually
Inches
sides
the
and
at
money back if it fans to remove, freckle.- boys de Nuevo Méjico adquirió un hens because they do not lay best
except
high
keep
out
when
the
rain
Adv.
ARTHUR W. HOUCK parque de diversiones, muy bien sitU' when overfed, but this does not mean winds prevail. The roof is very easily
Assayer and Chemist
ado, en Las Vegas, que ellos .usarán that they should be starved. A well- If you want anything done well, do
Assayer and Chemist
removed by lifting one end and slidpara sitio de su reunión anual.
balanced ration consisting in the main ing it lengthwise. Tbo trough can then it yourself. That is why most people
Agent
CAMERON
for Ore Shippers
GEORGE W.
,
Varios centenares de soldados han of corn, wheat and animal matter will be filled and the roof drawn back laugh at their own Jokes.
at the Douglas Smelters.
sido empleados en Columbus prepa keep a hen in fine laying- condition.
without lifting it. This arrangement
AM)
GOLU
Hfl.VKK
BULLION
Hepreavntat.lve For Bhlnpera to the
rando un nuevo campo de aviación We do not believe that a very lean hen saves the feed, keeping it in good conFUKCUAKI
EL. PASO BatELTEtt.
para
los ocho nuevos aeroplanos com is the best layer.
Box 392
dition and avoiding waste. The trough
355 10th St
St. ttl Palo, Tz.
t05 8aa FranclaeoBOX
prados por el departamento de la
To persons who are obliged to buy should be placed In a sheltered place
DOUGLAS, ARIZONA.
489
P. O.
Backache Sufferer! Thousanda will
guerra.
all the feed for their flocks the ques- - out of reach of the wind.
tell you what wonderful relief they
El Prof. F. Rupert Asplund, durante
have had from Doan's Kidney Pill.
los últimos siete años, escribano del
Terrell .& Black
Not only relief, but lasting cures. If
RATION
EGGS
FOR
CHICKS
BALANCED
FOOD
DANGEROUS
FOR
departamento de educación, presentó
you are lame in the morning, have
A. VV. Morningstar,
LAWYEES
su dimisión ft la junta de eBtado para
headache, dizzy pella and irregular
ELtVEB CITY
MEW MEXICO
que sea vigente & partir del 30 de Practice of Feeding Salt to Cause Wheat, Oats and Corn Make Good
kidney action, don't wait. Use Doan'i
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Will be at Lordsburg at the otllce of abril. Fué aceptada su decisión.
Scratching Feed In Litter Don't
Early Molt Should Be Avoided
Kidney Pili, the beat recommended
LORDSBORG,
V. W Marsalls, on the first and third
Overlook Green Feed.
Unless Well Understood.
El gobernador nombró ft José J.
special kidney remedy.
KtW MEXICO.
SATURDAY if each mouth for the Montoya de Cuba, netario público.
Colorado Case
persons
who
Doubtless thousands of
Overfat hens cannot lay fertile eggs,
onvenlence of clients
Algo que parece ser un asesinato
upon if they lay eggs at all. Corn is used
r,
Mra. H. W.
depend
fowls
few
keep
a
and
,
"Bwrv
M. M. CROCKER, AI. D.
horroroso se cometió en Tyrone. El
628 S. Second
PI. turf jf
I
scraps
many
kitchen
constiby
from
the
feed
principal
the
as
farmers.
the
3'r"
I
&
Mnrcenn.
MORNINGSTAR
PhvelHan tnd
a bw
AUGUSTINE
cuerpo del Sr. Brainard, cantinero en
Bt., Montroae, Colo.,
atury" A7
I 1
the greater portion of the food They do not stop to think that corn
says: "I was afflicted
Southern Pacido nod
District Burg-eoInsurance
la tienda de licores, fué hallado yaci tuting
Jt New Mexico Hitilruadn. durffeoa to
unaware
are
with a dull pain - (a my
required
them,
to
one
sustain
parts
and
twelve
is
sangre
U
registraen
del
cerca
endo
American Consolidated Cupper Co.
Leading Companies Scottish
back, extending- into
of the danger there is in feeding salt part bone and
NiwMiiioo.
my limbs. My feet
Lordsbdro - - '
con
en
moneda
la
dos
de
balas
dor
Union, Firemen' j, Connecticut
food to poultry.
more balanced ration, beis
a
Wheat
and limbs swelled bad.
cabeza.
.
ly and the physician
A very little salt is known to be ing a jlttle over nine parts
FIOME, PALETINE
Los lobos, leones y coyotes causa' healthful for fowls,
euld the symptoms InreIf they
one part bone and
but
and
Your Business Solicited
dicated a tendency to
ron gran pérdida entre los varios re- ceive more than a very small portion,
dropsy. I felt lanWith this information we
guid, tired and all run
baños en los montes dél distrito de fuch as might be found in oversalted can see that
wheat,
down, finally. I used
las selvas de Albuquerque durante el victuals, or in scraps into which some oats and
I man's
coldKidney Pilla
corn
the
in
Office año p. pasado. Se estima que pereci- accidentally spilled salt had been est winter weather makes a grand
Custom
aud they restored m
health. I
to
good
eron da esta causa el total de 4,500 thrown, it will cause the hens to die, scratching feed (to throw among deei
haven't had any kidCritchett & Ferguson
cabezas.
ney
since."
trouble
they
litter).
or if not sufficient to cause death,
Made from the celebra'ed Clifton
votó para la emisión de will be apt to molt and lose their
Las
Cruces
BOe a Beat
up
Store,
ay
warms
As
the
reduce
weather
A
Doaa'a
at
Ct
Ores. Free from Antimony and Ar$12,000 de bonos destinados pura la feathers out of season.
corn and with bran as the basis of a
senic.
REPRESENTATIVE FOR ORE SHIPPERS
K,WNuT
y
agua
me
para
el
$7,000
de
planta
underwho
your
poultrykeepers
you
Some
day
will
have
fed
each
HIOH Bl.KCTRICAL ENKROT.
P. O. Box 712 El Paso. Texas.
N. Y.
BUFFALO.
CO,
desagüe.
joramiento
del
de
can
sistema
hen
quantity
a
excepjust
the
stand
rations well balanced, with the
Gives more satisfactory results In
Unos republicanos fueron nombrados stand without damage, will feed a lit- tion of the moat and green foods,
Reduction Works than at.) Chemicals
para los puestos de administradores tle salt early in autumn to cause the which must be looked after by each in
ta the market
A long freight haul saved to the
y tesorero de la ciudad.
hens to molt early, so as to insure eggs dividual. Ten per cent of your mashes
consumers In both stated, Arizona
during the early winter months when should consist of animal food of some
el
de
tercero
Molina,
Cresclendo
Feed & Livery Stable
and New Mez.
You cannot feed too much
tres defensores que doblan compare eggs are scarce. This practice is dan- natui
Prices In competition with the
cer ante un jurado en la corte do dis gerous unless thoroughly understood. green succulent feed.
Eastern Markets.
That's Why You're Tired Out of Sort
Little chicks should have no salt at
trito en Silver City en su preserve
If no beef scraps are on hand, oilHave No Appetite.
Ingrown.
sesión sobre acusación de homicidio, all until more than half
moo priven (rood attention.
meal mixed with your mash each day CARTER'S LITTLE,
ÍF lii ar.Hnr
OL1KTOM. AU1ZUNA.
were
Tittiifilurriiig mid diM.vt.no.
fué disculpado, después de una delibe stances are known where chicks
will help to take the place of meats. LIVER PILLS
ración del jurado de solo cinco minu kept In a barrel laid on its side, with
ICARTER'S
will put you right
14FAYVVOOD HOT SPRINGS.
PHONE
-2
tos.
the hen Inside, and the chicks all died FEEDING THE SITTING HEN II.
J
.
!
Tt
refITTLt
Investigation
a
fow
hours.
within
Rheumatism,
Trouble,
Stomach
fnr
I a cora sión de corporaciones de
They do
JIVER
Kidney Ailments, Inllamatlons, Art&rlfas vealed the fact that the barrel used Besides Grain, Water, Grit, Etc., Fowl their dutyV
en
su
neslón
sobre
las
estado
jPILtS.
terial Hardening. Locomotor Alalia,
for a coop had been a salt barrel well
CureCon-Caargumentos
que
los
en
intivea'uóo,
"Nervous Breakintf etc. Perfect TreatKept
Entirely
Be
Free
Must
enough
was
jtipation,
finales de los representantes de ferro cleaned, and yet there brood.
ment, Perfeo" Climate. Health, PleaFrom AH Vermin.
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
alt left to kill the entire
sure, Large MocJr'n Hotel. Booklet.
carriles y expedidores serán recibi
iMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK..
- T. U. MoDbrmott.
Dr. R. E. BÜVENS
dos, y que se ocupará'también con el
placed
should
water
be
Grain and
. Reason for Few Eggs.
Genuine must bear Signature
ajuste de tarifas de flete en Nuevo
hens,
Bitting
with
One reason why eggs are not laid in cloBe to the nests of
Méjico, tendrá lugar en Santa Fé el
DENTAL SUIM1E0N.
green
feed, bo that
and
grit,
charcoal
there
where
even
monthB,
the winter
21 de ubril.
WHITE and ANDREWS
Office: Brown Block
to feed regularly,
are pullets, is that the summer sup- they can be Induced greatest
ry run lid St.
Attorneys at Lew
La lechería de Eklund en Clayton ply
care in
worms, bugs and insects is cut And exercise the
of
WASHINGTON I3AN & TRUST BUII.DINGfué recientemente destruida por un off, and no meat substitute is given keeping down lice.
Permanently
Located.
WASHINGTON. V. C.
incendio, que también quemó sesenta
Use insecticides liberally and regu
to take their place. The hen is an
Special attention to public I.and end Mining casttteltlwe remedy
It old operations,
toneladas de heno y quince toneladas omnivorous feeder, requiring both larly. Lousy hens will mean lousy and 'Ivo
LOBD8BÜHO.NKW MBXIOO.
I f IT
Kfttiiu SOie. Writ íur out
big buuk of
ta before the General Land Office and Interior
w s
de otros pastos. La pérdida total se meat and vegetables. dead
chicks.
PATENTS VOB IMVKNTIONS
iDcpartinenL
rla de $3,000.

Roadsters, Touring Cars

Official Agents For "Pep"
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i Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining
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Homes on the Eas PaTTnent Plan
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Milling Machine Work

It Never Came Back
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Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

JONES & BURNS

Arizona Copper Co.
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Mall Matter

Prince Albert vill
show you the real
road to cmokc-jo- y !

Br FARTS V. ni'SH,
Editor and Owatr
I'RICES
SUH3CRlrTION
l
Month
BU Months
On Year.
Subscription Always Payab'.t In Advance.
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W. F. RITTER

Representing Leading Insurance Companies
Sherwin-William- s
Paints '
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R.J. Reynolds loüacoo Cw

Lordskrg

ot

was made to create tobacco
PRINCE ALBERT
where it never existed before I It per-

Again:
Can business men afford to fight and hate each other?
Can a town succeed when a large
proportion of its business men oppose the men in the same lines they
are in, and fight their' interests
financially and perhaps otherwise,
hoping thus to defeat the business
ambitions and successes of the man
who is their comrjetitor.
All small towns and some larg
er ones are likely t0 acquire the
"fight" habit in business circles,
and to 8Uch this editorial ia liroAf.
ed. The old- - fashioned way of putting up his best to meet competition and "going one better" seems
to have dwindled to the f iolit. iHon
and sometimes it is a secret fight
at that, that is onlv known nH ro.
cognized as a sort of business os
tracism, when it is too late to fight
back, or tn make srood in nv wnv
so dangerous is the insidious at- tacK wtien Business fight Business
There is just one alternative tn
writing notes in the conduct of
foreign relations at the present
time, and that is war.
YeS. the nation's hnrmr la aanraA
but whv disregard it i n mil Awn
land and hold it so dear outside of

Our Dumb Animals

If charitv or mprn civinnr kahU
cure poverty, it would have been
aone long ago.

ECpnÍng- ana

mits men to smoke all they want without getting
a sore tongue, without any comeback but real
tobacco enjoyment I The patented process by which
Prince Albert Í3 made (and controlled exclusively
by us) fixes that and cuts out bite and parch I

1
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Cleaning, Pressing, Altering
Work Guaranteed

rf

Agency at 85 Mine

Parlors

R
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our Dorders?

INSURANCE

,

Prompt

INCORPORATION FOR
OUR TOWN'S GOOD
Lordsburg is now an incorporated village and about to enter into
an epoch of
This is the time for
for our own good. In every line
of business, or socially, we can-r.afford to materialize a "rub."
We must all work together for the
No factions
ocd of Lordsburg.
can afford to pull in opposite directions. We must get together.
It is not expedient to discuss
which of the three heads, business,
politics, or social interests has affected Lordsburg, or if, unhappily,
a combination of either two or all
these unnecessary conditions, so
often badly used in communities,
id at fault with us. The thing to
get ft and get at quickly is the
i combinations of evils, the propensity to call every public effort to
better things by the name of some
m ti "it is his scheme to land bus-irs for himself", and with that
as a signal the friends of the other factions furnish the "atmosphere" and the "public sentiment"
that so often spell failure to the
project that the public needs and
mlghe be benefitted thereby.
True, it is short sighted and in
the end the ruin wrought jumps
up to meet those who strangled it,
as well as those who hoped to foster future business and prosperity.
Back of this terrible tangle of cross
purposes lies, the habit of past
years, when business was smaller
and easier handled, and the acknowledged "power" in most western towns bossed the entire job,
and few were found to object, since
the winnings went to the friends
or me Dosses, and bosses seldom
were changed.
Today the old is passing out and
the new is passing in, and in the
transition men and their fortunes
are sometimes lost and ruined, but
th transition comes nevertheless
and the new order will in time
town-makin-

:

Three factors in your Existance Supplied with the I'.cst
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the national joy smoke

comes right to your taste fair and square
And it
will do for you what it has done for thousands of
men make pipe or cigarette smoking the cheerful-est1

of

your pleasures I

Print

Albwrt it ta bm had
moarymhara tobarle ia mold in
toopy rmd baga. Set tidy rad
tina. lOcr handaoma pound
and half-poun- d
tin humidora
and in that claaay pound
eryaial-fiaa- a
humidor with
aponwa-moiatmn-

hampa

topthat
tha tobacco in auch
a I way

fino napa
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What we

tell ycu about Prince
Albert is a fact that will prove out
to four satisfaction just as quickly
as you lay in a stock and fire-u- p I
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,
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It is the fault of JAMES DISCUSSES
the man who is paying for the ad- - j
, SCHOOL FINANCES
on your life.
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UNIVERSITY TO ENLARGE
Albuquerque, N. M., April 6.
Go to his store, and
vertising.
A general business meeting of the
you
will find
the chances are that
regents of the university of New
lne secona number or the ew Mexico has been announced for
dry
from
hat it is slowly expiring
u
j i iiu''Mexico Tax Review, the official April 17, at which time the regents
j ... ,uc uirii
iuu me
8uuua
publication of the New Mexico
let contracts for the new Had-le- y
The shelves will be dusty payers' Association, has just been will Hall,
the principal new main
ind neglected. Even the boss will distributed and bears out tht! prom-hav- e fuilding provided for the univere
of
Ff.bruar.y number that sity at the last session of the legisa grouch, and the grouch
lature.
The plans for this new
attracts buyers. Life is too f ,
V"
"'."""V
"
building, which takes the place of
short to waste with wooden f aces, j
y
f
j
It lsn t the advertiRtntra that's tv.' niiu uit iiiiipui luiii. :,iiiiivivcilicill iLU Hadley Hall, destroyed by fire sevyears ago, were drawn under
pensive, it is the lack of push that's me taxation conauions 01 our, eral personal
supervision of Walter
the
state.
The leading article in the Burley Griffith, the famous
behind the failures
A
ChiMarch number is a study of "Mu- - cago architect,
designer
of
the
mcipal
School Finances
and plans upon
&
the Australian
BOOBT YOUR OWN TOWN
Achievements in New Mexico," by government which
Sydney.
remodeled
Borne aint the p raise of Portland, Me. and Director A. E. James of the New
Keg
The University regents have enterand tome of Portland, Ore.-Mexico Taxpayers'
Association.
While other eannct talk enouith about gay and is an interesting analysis of ed into a contract with Griffith 1
whereby he
old Baltimore:
have personal suj
conditions jn our municipal pervision ofwill
You can ipot the nar New Yorker and the the
building done at
all
points
out
schools.
It
various the University and the parking
breeiy man from "Chi"
;
of
phases of municipal management the enlarged
And we've met with those wl told us:
three hundred acre
"See . wherein
improvement
can
be
Loe Angele
.
then die."
.
campus.
Drougnt aDoui, Dut generally re- .
t, . a
The new building, it is hoped,
Tl"
'd Lord8bur
Jwn .t .".it
prevailing
the
opinion
that can be started by the first of June,
,
J. S. BROWN, Proprietor
scnoois oi tnis class in Mew
Remember you can talk about It,
it may be that one unit may
if if
jco
weu
managed and well and
are
mall.
be completed in time for use next
taught,
year.
We hear a lot of Friaco'a charms from
i
of the west;
!l!il!ill!l!l!!l!il!l!!l!llll!!ll!!!lI!!!lll!!I!!!!!!!!lll!!!III!ill!IIIIll!li!!!!lillII!EI!l
I
Mr. James continues his series of WHERE TO SPEND
We've been assured that of ... me. uenver
educational articles on the theorv
YOUR VACATION
was the best;;
.

Always The Best
Of What?
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Tax-unkem-
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Fine bottled wines, and all classes
special holiday line of I
i of Liquors.
1
I WHISKEY WINES
CIGARS
For the Best
I
Beer in town call I
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent I

I

I
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LISTEN TO THE CALL OF
various other articles of direct in
to xsew Mexico taxpayers in OLD OCEAN, where the joy of livleresi
but Minnua- ing, the charm of health, and the
the number.
pleasures of recreation are all
Do we ever, hear you boutins, thouxh, .bout
Since the first issue of the Tax combined. - Pack your grip and
YOUR port of call?
Under New Pylanagement
Review more than 100 members come to the coast for a few weks, MRemember you can talk about it, even if 'tis have been added to
during
TaxDavers
the
the
summer
hot
months,
small.
Association, and it is clear that where you can enjoy the fine, bracAbout Dixie's lovely cities wt have heard lid this organization is one
that has ing and invigorating air of the seanauseam.
come to stay and which will shore. The HOTEL NORTHERN,
There are those wlio even HarraUo with no receive more and more of
the sup of Los Angeles, a new and modern
faint praise would dumn ;
Large and Juicy Beers
port and backing of the taxpaying fireproof building, elegatitly furWe'll remember all our llvs a man hi from citizenship or
nished,
moderately
state,
priced,
situuse
as
the
the
is
St. Louis haiUfL
Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
fulness of the association contin ated just two blocks from the elecAnd another who to talk of Philadelphia neer ues to be demontrated.
tric
railway
station
where
trains
failed ;
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses
leave every few minutes for the
We hear a lot of Buffalo, of INttshunr.
many popular seashore resorts surand
St. Paul.
The average pay of the American rounding this city, and close to all
So why not try to boost LonNbury, no matworkman is considerably less than the large department stores, thea
ter if 'tis small
four hundred dollars a year.
ters, cafes, etc., which make it a
very Ideal place to stay during your
vacation, une guests at the Hotel
sggsSHsssEggs? "t3 gasa gasasa-as-as-e
gasg sesg
Northern are amongst the most delightful people one could meet, and
IA
PE0PEIET0B
the huge lobby offers a common E
meeting place for congenial peoSTUDY IT FROM THIS AfTGLE
ple, and by its social pleasures one ÍÍÍÍllillli!lillíllSlllilli!l!lllllili;illilii!li!illiilllllllliH
forgets the cares and worries of
Consider the importance of getting: your college
business back home.
FREE AUTO BUS
education in the region where you expect to live
when in
Our auto bus meets all trains.
MEETS ALL TRAINS
and earn and build, after college days are over.
taking you to and from the station
WILL IT BE IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST?
without charge. Free garage and
the.
STOP
parking accommodations for your
Remember, while getting your education at .
automobiles.
THE NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
Write tor folders, rates, reservations.
you are also learning conditions, men, resources
NORTHERN HOTEL CO.,
00 OUTSIDE ftOOMJ
! I'I tip,
and opportunities, and forming acquaintances
at '
130 WITH BATH.
Los Angeles, California.
n tir i
certain to be of value in after life.
W 2N
HLt
11'!'
Kemember, that if you go to an eastern college
NORTHtRH MOTEL CO., PROP.
P
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
you
MOTKi. iNOOflViO BY
have these lessons to learn and these relations
,
RANK
L CRAflfTON. MOR.
.
f
CAFE
Department of thetnterlor. U. S. Land Office
y. w. c. a.
to form AFTER, and not during college days.
RATC5
at Las Cruces. N. M., March 22, 1916.
1M CONNECTIOi
00 KR DAY e UP
womin'I mcst Touna
S
Notice ia hereby Riven that Frank Gibson, of
SAVE PRECIOUS TIME AND LABOR AND
Hachlta. N. M, who, on April 17, 1BH. made
GET HOT1I AT ONCE.
honientead entry No. 06894. for El N WVi Sec.
th.;
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FAME
What is less enduring than the
fame of the "popular" man? The
world moves so quickly these days,
that it is only the truly great that
can survive. A few years ago
ven a few months ago Lord
Kitchener was tl idol of the English people.
Today he is almost
a daily target for their wrath.
The world rang with the fame of
Orand Duke Nicholas of Russia.
Today his name is not on the lips of
ny nation.
Recently John Paul
Jones and Alexander Hamilton
were denied a place in the Hall
of Fame, although a niche was
found for Charlotte Cushman, the
actress. Who are our own heroes
of today and where will they be ten
years hence
IS ADVERTISING

EXPENSIVE?
Advertising that is regarded by
the advertiser as an expense is just
that. There is something wrong
with it. Nine times out of ten the
copy has a charley-horsIt is so
wenk that it couldn't move itself,
let alone move others. And whose
fault is that? Advertising's? Not n

-

los Angeles

,

at

NEWXrrí

,

a-

-

lsZ0

SEV SW; SWVi SE4 Bection 14. Town,
ship 2 S., Kanue 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make finai
fire year proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Georce Edmunds, U.
S. CoinmiRHioner, at Hachita, N. M , on the
6th day of May, It) 16.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Geore Winkler. A. B. Nclnon. Ole Peterson, Alms H. Wilson, all of Hachita, U. M.
Wsr.81-Apr.2Johu L. Burnsido, Itcg-iste-r
2S.
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Catalogue Now Ready
President, Albuqueiqne,
?n

?

fTf

New Mexico

THE NEW ZEÍGER

EUROPEAN
P LAN
RATES $1.00 AÑÜ UP

EL PASO. TEXAS
' Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and their families.
Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred personB buffet for men will seat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners
'
will seat ninety persons.
THIS IS TEE EICCEST LITTLE

IIOTE OS THE OYERON

TRAIL

RE-PU-

Protect Yourself and Family
Innranci

With

Change of Date of Sale

In

Office of the Commissioner of Public Lends,
State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M., December 2, mi.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the
provisions of en Act of Congress approved
June 20, 1910, the lews of the Slate of New
Mexico, end the rules end refutations of the
State Land Office, the Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at eublic (ale, to the
highest bidder, at ten o'clock, A. M., on
Mny the 8th, 1916, In the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
in front of the court house therein, the fol
lowing described tracts of land, viz:
Lots 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. KSWU. SEVfNWli.
Sec. 6, NEiSK4 Sec. 7, sll of Sec. 9, all
0)1
ee. 16, MsK Sec. 1R, sll ot Sec. 19, a
of Sec. 21), all of Sec. 21, sll of Sec. 28, a
of .See. 29, all of Set. 30, Lots I, 2, J, 4,
EtfNWM, EViSWtf, Ni.Sttf, NE'4 Sec. 31,
sil oí Sec. 3, all of Sec, 33, T. 3(IS
R,
I6W-- ,
all of Sec. J, all of Sec. 4. all of Sec,
5, all of Sec. 6, all of Sec. 7. N(4 . SEW
NSWVa Sec. 8, all of Sec. 9. all of Sec.
10, all of Sec. 15, all of Sec. 16, E'A, SWJ4,
Sec 17, all of Sec 18, all of Sec.
19, alt of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21. all of Sec.

enquiries to Vox 382, Lordsburg

''it'ilH)lii..ial,i,t,,
REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE
Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
riven to Dassencer nervino
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Trop.
Leave calls at Postoffice.

22,

Fvramifj Lráfe Ma.

J

-

'V-

23.

Meeting STsryTueg. evwalor.
Visiting brothers Invite.

7
"

R. D. BmTTH,

V

J.

i.

II ALON

0 C.

i,

l.

K.K.

Lordshrg Lodge No. 30.
. J .

'

A. M.

Veefa the, htt. ThurariaT nleht of
each aiomu Visiting baotbers
1HT1M).

J. L. Wells,
G. P.

W. M.

Jeitus, Secretary

WCOEMEN

OF WORLD

K. II. Keynolds Clerk

CC

IC.

IE1-

-

L0RD8BCRG LODGE No. SO
Meets every Monday niglit at 6 o'olock
viaitlu Drcibers Invitad to attend
S. K. Gash, Noble Grand

J.

NEW

H..

T.

Olahk, Secretary

LOCATION

1S.,

NENEX

R.

16VV.,
Sec. 29,
NEtfNWtf Sec. 33, SEtfSWtf, NyiSWX Sec.
31, T. 29S,
U, T. BtS., K. 17W., Lot 4,
R. 16W.,
Sec. 3,
Sec. ID,
11, E'SNWX, SEMSEH
Sy,MWX, SWJ4
23,
EVjNEK Sic.
Sec. J4,
SWHNWH

S'iSEii

Sec
NE'4SEi

Sec

Sec. 24, T. 29S., R. 17W. con
NWJ4SW5
taming 18,398.41 acres. The improvements
on this land consist of house, corrals, wells.
water troughs, and surface, tank. ' value
$2,200.00.

Also E'ASEli Sec. g. WViSWti Sec. 9. all
of Sec. 16, SMNWX, NEtfSWtf. NWtfSE',.
SS4SEX Sec. 17, E4XE
Sec. 18, NF.tfNKtf
Sec. 20. NYV'l SWMNESi, N'iSKW. SfcSfc!

Sec. 21, SWMSWH,
WJÓNWtl Sec. 22,
27,
Sec.
NWNE!
NEKNWIÍ
Sec 34,
NjS
SEtfNWtf,
NEtfSWtf,
WNW,
35.
K. 18W.,
Sec.
1.
all ot
Sec. 32, T. 3JS., R. 17W., all of Sec. 34. T.
jiis., k. lyw., r.y,iswyt, swj4ws4,
SWii Sec. 25. SEMSE! Sec. 26. F"4 NFK
SWNEM, SE5ÍNW5Í. F.VÍSWJ4, NWtfSEtf
Sec 35 T. 31S., K. 20W., all ol Sec 16,
W'A, SEvi. W.NE
21. T. 32S.. R.
Sec.

w.

NMNW14,
SWVáNWía.
NWMSWVi.
11,
EyiSEH Sec. 10, SE!4
VV. NKNEW. SWüNKSÍ.
SWU
SWVí Sec. 15. T. 33S.. K. 18W.. all of Sec,
6. all of Sec. 7. all of Sec. 18. all of Sec.
19, 1. 33S., K. 17W., all ol Sec. 4, all of
sec. Z.I, all ol sec. Z4, T. 335, K. 18W.,
H'A. NiSWVl. SW!SW. SEVi Sec. 22. all
of Sec. 27, all of Sec 33, all of Sec. 34, all
of Sec. 28, T. 33S., R. 17W., all of Sec. 1,
all of Sec. 2, all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 10,
all of Sec. 11, all of Sec. 12, all of Sec. 13,
all of Sec. 14, sll of Sec. IS, KyitiEÜ
Sec. 22, NWX Sec. 23, Lots 2,
SEtfNEí
Sec. 24, 1. 34S., K
V
WINt
VtWT
a KTtXTIir.y
XIlA
CP)
C- - 1 VIZ C
SWJíNWíi, NWKSWtf Sec. 9, Ey,, NViNWX,
sec. 17, N'i,
NWKStH Sec,
18, Lots S, 4, 5. 6, Sec. 19. Lots 1. 2. EWNWii.
Sec. 20, T. 34S., R. 1SW., sll of
5WHNW
Sec. 12, WV4 See. 13, all of Sc. 14, all of
Sec. 15, E'A Sec. 22, sll of Sec. 23, SWNWX,
SWtf, WVSSEtf,
SEISES Sec. 24, sll of
Sec. 25, all Sec. 26; Nlí, NSE;4, SEjíSElí,
NWSÍSWSé Sec. 27. EH. SWVÍ Sec 34. all of
..
T
1A T
U OnW
11C
C. 1C .11 I
3, A, E,SWX, SEl Sec. 'l9, NEtf', SE'KiWvi,
20W..

CAMP No. as
Meets ererjr ind ft 4th Saturday night at tke
K. oí P. U ALL
.
.
,
F. Mr. Fisher, O. O.'

i

PUGLIC LAND SALE

American Nat'l Insurance Co.
Of Galveston. Tnu
Address

f

to the following terms and rntnlitions. vir.
The sm'rr.ii'il
ImMrr rnti.t ti.iv to th
ommissioner of Public l ands, or hi agent

CATION

ai

ShNttf,

isw(t

twn,

wjímvvít, sxj jec. 2U, w y sec. a, all ol
Sees. 28. 29, 30. 31. 32. NVi. N'ASVil Sec.
NEKNWtt, W14NW5Í, Sec. 34, T. 33S.,
K. 19W., all ot Sees. 5 and , T. 34S.. K.
-- If
111
OUT
D
1IC
Ta, .flu.,
Inur
.u,
II Wll UIV.
.7,.., --ofIIII
of Sees. 19, 30, 31, T. 32S., R. 19Wa
Sees. 5, 6, 7, 8, Ns, NWJ(SWH, SE4 Sec
17, T. 33S., R. 19W., all of Sees. 1, 2, 3,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, E', E'AWyi, NWJ4NWX
Sec. 15. Eyi. EVSWW. SWVÍSWií Sec. 22. all
of Sees. 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, T. 32S.,
K. 2UW., all ot Sees. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11 T. 33S.,
R. 20W, NEJ Sec. 11, all of Sec 13, all of
Sec. 14, NEHNWJ4, NJiSE, SESSEi Sec
15, all of Sec. 16, Eyi, SEtfNWX.
EiSWJ
Sec 22, all of Sees. 2J aqd 24, E'A, NWtf- 33,

The Lordsburg Dairy
"SANITATION FIRST"
Now a Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
and 85 Mine.

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

-

.'.,

SWWSEJ4
I,
Sec.

Sec.
t,

ENWW.
t!4SW4

E'A.
INWH,

26.

Sec.

34,

NWiNt.4, nysNW,Sec-3-swhw4, w4sw4,
SWVíSEií. EíSEií
sll of Sec. 36. T.
5.

containing 61,393.02 acres. The
improvements on this land eonstst of house,
wagon shed, blacksmith shop, barn, grain
room, fencing, value &ju.
Also all of Sec. 32, T. 28S., R. 17W., fi'A,
NJSEX Sec. 32, T. 29S., R; 16W.,' all of Sec
2, T. 29S., R. 17W., containing
1,660.80 acres.
There are no improvements on this land.
No bids will be sccepted for less than Three
Dollars ($3.00) per acre, which is the spprais.
ed value thereof, and in addition thereto the
bidder must al3o pay for the improvetnnts
which exist on the above described lands.
st the sppraised value
The above aale ' of lands will be subject
to the following conditions, viz:
The successful bidders must pay to the Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent holding
such sale, one-tentof the pricea offered
by them respectively for the land; four per
cent interest in advance for the balance of
such purchase prices; the fees for adver
tising and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, and each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange, at the time of sale,
and which amounts snd all of them are
subject to forfeiture to the State of New
Mexico if the successful bidders do not execute contracts within thirty days after contracts hsve been mailed to them by the
State Land Office, said contraots to provide
for the payment of the balance of the sur-shas- e
prices of said trscts of lsnd in thirty
equal, annual installments, with interest on
all deferred payments, at the rate of four
per cent per annum in advance, payments
and interest due on October 1st of esch
year, and aucñ other conditions, obligations,
reservations and terms aa may be required
by law.
. Each of the tracts as described herein will
be offered separately.
The Commissioner of
Tublic Lands, or hjs agent, holding auch
sale reserves the right to reject any and
all bida offered at said sale. Possession
under contracts of aale for the above described tracts will be given on or before
October 1st, 1916.
Witness my hand and the official seal of
the State Land Office this 2nd day of December, A. D. 191.
ROBT. P. ERV1EN,
Comjniasioner of Public Lsnds,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication, Feb. 11. 1916
Last Publication. April 14, 1916
J1S.,

I
j5

LYMAN II. HAYS 1
g
Practice in Public Lands and g
$
Mining Law a Specialty,

Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona

Lordsburg: Cafes

Central ZEsur
Keg

Beer on Tap

1'ine Wines and Liquors

Restaurant in Connection
VENDOME

HOTEL BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
W. M. MEANEY,

REGULAR

Prop.

DINNER

give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.
Give us a trial and be
We,

convinced.
Up-To-Date-C- afe

Lordsburg, N. M.

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over

30 Years

Always bears
the
Signature of

R. 20W

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
PUBLIC LAND SALE.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 10, 1916.
Notice is liereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of an Act of Congress approved June 20, 1910, the laws of the State
of New Mexico, and the rules snd regula
liona
of the State
Land
Office, the
r
of Public
Commissioner
Lands will
highest
at Public Sale, to the
3
bidder,
M.,
o'clock
at
P.
on
Saturday, June 17, 1916, in the town of Silver
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
in front of the court house therein, the following described tract of land, vix.t
All of Sections 31, 32, 31. 34, 35, T. 21S., R.
19W., Lots 1, 2. 3, 4, SNEH, SViNWtf, SWtf,
SWtfSEK. E'iSEKt Sec. 1, All Sec. 30, All
Sec. 31, E'A, NWMSWJ4, SjSWK, WJ4NWH.
SEKNW4 Sec. 34, T. 21S R. 20W., All ol
Sections 1, 2, J, 4, Lots L 2, 3, 4, S'ANE,
ShtfNWK, S'A Sec. J, All of Sections 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 2J NEtf. SH Sec. 29,
All Sec. 30 T. 2JS., R. 19W., All of Sections

6, 7, i, 11, 12, 13,, 14, 16, 17, 18, Syi
H'A.
SEtf,
Sec. 2.', NKNWK,
&Eyi,
NKNEji,
NWKSWtf,
23,
Wyi
Sec.
24, Vf'A Sec. 25,
Sec.
S'.SWK
All of Sec. 26, E'A Sec. 27. All of Sections 30,
31, 32, T. 22S., R. 20W., All of Sections 1, 2, 3,
4, 5. ft, 9, 10, N'A Sec. 12, W'A Sec. 14, All of
Sections 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, NWtf, S'A Sec. 23,
SS Sec. 24, All of Sec. 25, T. 22S., R. 21W.,
1,

4,

Sec.

5,

19,

SEtfNEK,

Ranch for Rent: For sheep or
goats. 12 miles west 0 Lordsburg.
Water. Improvements. Early rain.
Enquire at Liberal.
1--

contaiuing 40,409.28 acres. The improvements
on this land consist of two wells snd wind,
mills, value WIM. No bid will be accepted
for less than three dollars ($3.1X11 per acre.
The above sale ol lands will be subject

one-tent- h
milling
such
sale,
the
ol
by him
rices ofierrd
for the
land
I
per
cent
foi
interest in advance
ihe balance of such purchase prices; the
lees lor sdvertising snd appraisement
and
ill costs incidental to the sale herein, snd
ni, inn an oi shmi amounts, must ue deposited in cash or certified exchange at the
;ime of sale, and which said amounts and all
f them ,are subject
to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico if the successful bid-ler- s
do not execute a contract within thirty
lays after it has been mailed to them by
.he State Land Office, said contract to pro-vid- e
for the payment ol the balances of the
purchase prices of said tracts of land in thirty
ntial, annual installments, with interest on all
lelerred payments at the rate of four per
ent per annum, in advance, payments and
merest due on October 1st of each year,
And such other conditions,
Migstions, res
ervations ana terms as may be required by

law.

The Commissioner of Public Lands of New
Mexico, or his SRent holdina- - such aale. re.
serves the right to reject any and all bids
Hieren at asid sale. 1'ossession under contacts ol sale for the above described tract
ill he given on or before October 1. 1916.
Witness my hand and the official seal of
he Slate Land Office this 10th day of March,
'

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lsnds, State
of New Mexico.
First Publication March 17, 1916.
Cast Publication May 26, 1916.

STATE OF ARIZONA, Office of the Arisona
Corporation Commission.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. )
) aa

State of Arisona
) '
The Arisona Corporation Commission does
hereby certify that. the annexed is a true and
complete transcript of the
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
of
THE EL CENTRO MININO AND MILLING
COMPANY
which were filed. In the office ot said Arisona
Corporation Commission on the 27th day of
November, 1914, at 8:00 o'clock p. m., as provided by law.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the Arisona
Corporation Commission, by Its chairman, has
hereunto set its. hand and affixed its official
,1.
Done at the city of Phoenix, the capítol.
this 20th day of March. A. D. 1916. .
Arizona Corporation Commission,
F. A. Jones,
Chairman.
(SEAL)

Attest)

W. N. Langs ton,
"

Secretary.

(R R. Stamp 10c)
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
BE IT KNOWN. That we. the undersigned,
sidents of the City of Phoenix. State of Ari
zona, do hereby associate ourselves together
and form a corporation under the laws of the
State of Arizona, and adopt the following Ar
ticles ot Incorporation :
ARTICLE I The name of the corporation
is the EL CENTRO MINING AND MILLING
COMPANY, and its principal place of transact
ing business in Arizona is Phoenix.
Offices
may be established, business transacted,
and
meetings of stockholders and directors held at
such places within or outside of Arizona as the
of the Company shall provide.
ARTICLE IL
The general nature of the
business proposed to be transacted is to make
contracts; to purchase, lease, option, locate, or
otherwise acquire, own, exchange, sell or oth
erwise dispose of, pledge, mortgage, hypothe
cate and deal in mines, mining claims, mineral
lands, coal lands, oil lands, timber lands, clay
lands, water and water rights and other property, both real and personal, and to work.
explore, operate and develop the same, and to
deal in the products and
thereof ; to
purchase lease, or otherwise acquire, erect, own.
operate and aeH milling, smelting and other
ore reduction works, oil refineries, saw-mill- s,
clay works, power plants, railroads and tramways to lead from the company's principal
works; to do a general manufacturing
and
mercantile business ; to own. handle and con
trol letters patent and inventions ; to own, can
cel and
shares of its own capital stock
and to own and vote shares of other corpora
tions ; to issue bonds, notes and other evidences
of indebtedness and to secure the payment of
the same by mortgage, deed of trust or other
wise; to act as agent, trustee, broker, or in
any other fiduciary capacity and to borrow
and loan money; and in general to do and
perform such acts and things and transact such
business, not inconsistent with law. in any
part of the world, as the Board of Directors
may deem to the advantage of the corporation.
ARTICLE III. The amount of the author
ized Capital Stock of the Corporation is two
hundred thousand dollars, divided into two
hundred thousand shares of the par value of
one dollar each, which shall be paid in. at
such time as the board of directors may de
signate, in cash, real or personal property, ser
vices, lease, option to purchase or any other
valuable right or thing for the uses and pur
poses of the corporation and all shares of
capital stock, when issued in exchange therefor, shall thereupon and thereby become and
be full-pai- d
the same as though paid for in
cash at par. and shall be
forever, and the judgment of the Directors as to
the value of any property, right or thing ac
quired in exchange for capital stock shall be
conclusive.
ARTICLE IV. The time of the commence
ment of the corporation shall be the day these
Articles are filed in accordance with law, and
the termination thereof shall be twenty-fiv- e
years thereafter, with privilege of renewal and
right of perpetual succession as now provided
by

Before me, M. A. PICKETT, a Notary Public In and for the County and State aforesaid
on thU day personally apnrarrd I. J. Lll'SOHN
and F. S. HESS, known to me to be the same
persons who signed the foregoing instrument,

OBSERVATIONS

UNIVERSITY TO

The editor was dying: and everyone at his bedside supposed thai
and acknowledged to me that they executed he had lapsed into unconsciousLET CONTRACTS
:he same for the oses and purpose therein menness.
The
doctor
leaned
his
over
tioned.
Given under my hand and seal of office this patient and remarked : 'Poor man
!7th day of November, 1914.
His circulation is about gone." The Walter R Griffith, Famous Architect, Will Supervise Landscape
My commission will expire on the 15th day dying man
raised up in bed and
of February 1918.
and Building Plans
shaking
at
bystandhis
fist
the
(NOTARIAL SEAL)
M. A. rfCKETT,
"Don't believe
Notary Public. ers, exclaimed:
Albuquerue, N. M., April 6.
Filed In the office of the Arizona Corporathat- - We have the largest circulation Commission this 27th day of November, tion in
One of the most widely known arth3 county."
A. D. 1914, at 8 :00 p. m.. at reouest of STODchitects in the world, Walter Bur-le- y
DARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, whose
Griffith, of Chicago, is to superpost nfiee address is Phoenix, Arizona.
One of the colored soldiers, who vise the landscape
ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION,
architectural
regiment
preparatory
to
crossing
By W. P. GEARY.
Dlans to be carried out nn tho
joining
border,
in
the
and
the chase large three hundred acre campus
Chnirman.
Made. AC
for Villa, was approached by some oi me university or New Mexico,
Compared, AC to EFT
Doming visitors and -- Ked how as well n.4 of the builílino-- tn ha
soon he was going over the line. constructed by the university
dur
NOT1CK FOR PUBLICATION
"Well, sah, I'll tell you," he res- ing the next two years.
beThis
Department of Ihe Interior.
S. Land Office
ponded,
"We
gwine
ter cross came known here today with the
ain't
nt Lh Cruces. N. M.. Mnrch 29. W16
Notice is hereby given tlmt Jumes ItHrper tt no line.
When dese hyah black announcement nf ih mootinir nt
Red Kock. N. M.. Who, on Annus! 5, l'H2. made
dewrt land entry No. (l7.t"',, for NKH Kl'"'i. boys make a Btaht once, dey's gwine the board of regent
on April 17,
Section 11, Townirf
S.. Kiinge
w'.. N.M.P.
ter take de line right along with at winch contracts will
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to miike
be let for
Finn! three- yenr Proof, to entnlilih clniin to the 'em."
the construction of a building proiIkivc
before Furin V. Illsh. U. S,
vided for by the last legislature, to
nt Lordsburir. N. M..OH the l.tth lv
of Mny 191h.
An Irishman who had been hav- take the place of Hadley Hall,
Cmimant name n witnesses;
Fred Leiserltig, lien Clnsicock. Tom Doulev. ing trouble with a balky horse on which was destroyed by fire severA. B. Conner; all of Red Rock. N. M
a steep hill, and he had given vent al years aero. .Tha new hiiilrlinc
J.
lll'KNSIDK
April 7 Mny 3
Register to exasperated language unfit for when comnlete. will
mnnnt tn
publication. On reaching the top 'practically a doubling of the uni
s present building plant. It
STORE
FOR RENTT: Store of the hill, he addressed the ani- versity
mal reproachfully:
"Shure, 'tis is to be carried out on the lines of
room 18 x 70 feet.
Fine loca- the loikes of ye that kapes
me out the Taos Indian Pueblo architection.
Address Box 1.
ture, the presence of which first atof the Howly Name Society."
tracted Mr. Grfifith'a attention to
the institution. The architect stop-- .
pea on in Albuquerque by chance
and visited the university and im
mediately became so much interested in the Pueblo architecture that
he asked for a conference with the
University recenta.
The result
was his offer to supervise future
construction for
consideration
amounting to almost entirely a nominal fieure. and due entirelv to
his interest in the institution's novel plan.
Years,
Mr. Griffith is the man who. in
competition
against the architects
No
No
ot tne world, won the ?500,000 com
mission or the Australian government to Dlan its model citv of Syd
ney, the work upon which he is now
engaged.
It is hoDed that the new buildinir
can be completed during the coming year.
!
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MlNKRAL APPLICATION SKRIAI. NO. 013349
United States Land Office. Las Cruces, New
Mexico, Mnrch 28. 1916.
Notice is hereby given that W. H. Small snd
W. P. Smith, of Lordsburg, Grant County.
New Mexico,
have made application for a
mineral patent to the GOOD NIGHT Lode
Mining Claim. Bur. No. 1S76, situate in Virginia Mining District. County of Grant and
State of New Mexico, covering along the
lode and vein of same from the discovery
I had gotten so weak I could not stand,
point N. 67 degrees. 11 minutes . 1273.66 ft.
and S. 67 deg. 11 min. W. 218 ft., and located
and I gave up in despair.
of Sec. IS, and 8KV4 NEVi
in 8'j NW
W., N. M. P. M..
Sec. 14. T. 2S S.. R. 1
At last, my husband got
Beginning at
a botile of and described as follows;
Cor. No. 1, a phorphry rock 6 x 6 x 26 Ins.,
Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I comground,
with
mound of
set 18 ins. in the
'
henee the V4 Bee.
chiseled
menced taking it From the very first stone
Cor. between Sees. 13 and 14. T. 23 S., K.
19 W.. N. M. P. M., bears 8. 62 deg. 0
dose, I could ten it was hel ping me. 1 min.
W. 7Í.3 ft.; thence N, 41 deg. t win.
1
W. 474.62 ft. to Cor No. 's, thence N.
can now walk 'two miles without It
deg. 64 min. E. 1462.10 ft. to Cor. No. 3:
thence 8. 41 deg. 39 min. E. 299.92 ft. to
tiring me, and am doing all my work."
Cur. No. 4 ; thence 8. 18 deg. 06 min. E. 800.6
If you are all run down horn womanly
ft. to Cor. No. 6 ; thence 8. 67 deg. 12 min.
W. 1864.76 ft. to Cor. No. 1. the place of
Containing 17.207 acres, after
troubles, don't give up in despair. Try beginnning.
excluding .036 acres in conflict with the Jim
Cardui, the woman's tonic. It has hefped Crow Lode, Sur. No. 1619. Variation at all
corners 26 min. E. Adjoining and conflicting
more than a million women, in its 50 elaims. as shown by the plat of aurve, arel
Lode, Bur. No. 1606. and Royal
Keck hart
years of continuous lijDcess, and stiould
Lode, Bur. No. 1608, on the Kant Jim Crow
'
No. 1619, on the North; and Exsurely help you, too. Your druggist has Lode. Bur.
celsior Lode, Bur. No. 1612, extending across
No other
sold Cardui for years, tie knows what Eastern portion of said claim.
or conflicting elaims known.
i adjoinnig
The notice of orgtneJ loeation of this
it will do. Ask him. He will recomelnim la of record In tha office of the County
i
of Grant County New Mexico, in Book
Clerk
mend
Begin
taking Q irdui today.
relieved me for a while, but I was
I
nu I MI..1... I ..... t ....... . I V..u Silt.
Jlclaei
Co., Udle
W.ilt to: Chst'jinrors Ml
soon confined to my bed again. After Advisory
John L. Burnside, Begister.
Llept., Ctuitt snooga, 1 cnn.. for
l"JUli
1916
lliétitil'tioti es your 'jas. na64 psg. book, ' rióme Fir"t publication: March
thai, moüúag seemed to do me any good. Tieauiwut
for V
seat la la a wrapper.
Lust I' uW leu mm; May o, I'JIO.
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The Germans have made a great
boast of the movement of their
;.t tiie rate of sixty miles i,
day, but Uncle Sam's boys have"al-read- y
established a better record
in Mexico.
The Germans have
.;"c tly hnd the advantage of
ruada as hard tind smooth aa dancing floors, while our batteries have
travelled sixty five miles in a dajj
and over desert sands and rough
mountain places.
i

HUSBAND RESCUED
DESPAIRING WIFE

I. J. LIP80HN
F. 8. HESS
STATE OF ARIZONA )

dramatization of ancient and modern history and many stories from
the old testament.
ihe producion will be given in
tne High School stadium, now in
me course of construciton, and
which is one of the largest in the
world.
Fully 4,000 children will
enact the various scenes and tableaux, while the music will be furnished by a chorus of 500, accompanied by an orchestra of 100
pieces. Dances of the nations in
native costumes and postures will
be presented by 500 dancers, especially trained.
In order to present this gigantic pageant, it has been found necessary to erect a stage 250 by 75
lect, and within this huge structure, another, 40 x 20 feet, will also be erected. A great part of the
beauty of the production will be
obained from electrical effects.

iy

ARTICLE V. The affair of this corporation
shall be conducted by a Board of not less
than three nor more than fifteen Directors,
by whom a President and
shall be elected and a Secretary and Treas
urer appointed. . The Directors shall be elect
ed by and from among the stockholders on the
first Tuesday In October of each year.
Un
til their auccessors are elected and qualified.
the following named persona shall be the
Directors and Officers aa stated;
Directors : E. 8. ENO, J. A. ROVELSTAD,
GEORGE M. PECK, HENRY MUNTZ, D. D.
CULVER, R. F. FITZ and C. T. DAHLIN.
E. 8. ENO, President; GEORGE
Officers:
M. PECK,
and R. F. FITZ,
Secretary and, Treasurer.
After Four Tears of Discouraging
ARTICLE VI. The Directors shall adopt by
laws for the government of the corporation
and may amend the same.
They shall have
Conditions, Mrs. Bullock Gave
power to fill any vacancies occurring in the
any
cause, and to appoint from
Board from
Up Despair. Husband
among their number an Executive Committee
which, to the extent provided by resolution or
s,
by the said
shall have and exercise
Cam to Rescue.
the powers granted the Directors by these
articles.
ARTICLE VII. The highest amount of in
debtedness or liability to which the corpora
tion is .at any time to subject itself la one
Citron, Kt. In an interesting letter
hundred thousand dollars.
ARTICLE VIII. The private property of the from this place, Mrs. Bettie Bullock
stockholders of the corporation shall be forever exempt from corporate debts of any kind writes ss follows : "1 suffered for four
whatsoever.
ARTICLE IX. This corporation hereby ap years, with womanly troubles, and during
points, authorizes and empowers CLEUKA
MARTIN 8TODDARD. of Phoenix, its resident this time, I could only sit up for a little
agent for the acceptance of service of all
necessary process in any action, suits or pro- while, and could not walk anywhere at
ceeding tnat may be had or brought against
this company in any of the courts of the all. At times, I would have severe pains
State of Arizona.
In my left side.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We hereto af
fix our signatures this 27th day of November,
The doctor was called In, and his treat-me- at
1UM.

Probably no city in the world
will stage such stupendous commencement exercises in the public
schools as will El Paso on May 25,
o uiid
i, when the students oí
me znii bchooi will join with the
oí tne ten grade schools,
in tne presenetation of the colossal "Pageant of Civilization," a
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SMART FROCK THAT WILL
PEAL TO ALL WOMEN.

m

I

;
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A P- -

Nothing Prettier Has Been Shown In
Many Years Than This Model
.
Makes Up Well in Silk, Cotton or Linen.

m"

You could hardly find anything

pret

tier or more practical than this dainty
frock for the college girl or small
woman. It la easy to slip Into, because
It is In one pteco, and It has all the
--

tfcj

7

""-

-A

f,u

tie shirred trimmings down tho front
and around the sleeves. The snub, is
of dark blue and the skirt consista of
two simple and very full Spanish
flounces-- " that Is, the effect Is In the
Spanish flounce style, but the. two portions are put on a lining that reaches
to the lower portion.
The same design is equally pretty
In an? of the season's silks or thin
cottons or linens. In the case of taffetas there should be trimming of
quillings, scallops, ruchhig or cord-Ing- s
around the flounces, and If cotton
goods are used the skirt portions
should be finished with small ruffles.
These are always fetching, and they
wash better than any other decoration.
Lace or embroidery may be used as pn
edging, either with or without the ruffles..

iwrntietii Uituud tíiuUi

infantry guarding

a

railroad

brhlKU ovur

which troops must pass gclug into Mexico.

EXTENDS CORN AREA
wo expect to wind up the most significant test of all on tho subject next
week, after which we shall have something to announce.
"Nitrobenzene is an oil. a coal tar
Experimenters at Minnesota Univer- derivative. Its price has been raised
somewhat by war causes, but It Is
sity Stumble Upon Way to Make
commercially obtainable. We fumiGrain Germinate More Quickgate the corn by placing It In a closed
ly With Nitrobenzene.
box In which Is suspended a cloth saturated with the oil. The fumes do
Minneapolis,
Minn. Hcientlsts al the work.
Minnethe farm of the University of
"We think well enough of present
sota have announced a discovery Indications to make known our findwhich may result not only In vastly ings at this time, so that farmers who
Increasing the corn production of Min- are facing a critical seed corn sttiia
nesota and other states but In ex- tlon may try out the process If they
tending the northern limit of the corn see fit.
'
belt much nearer Hudson bay.
"Why does the treatment so affect
The announcement cornea at a time the corn? We haven't the slightest
wlii-seed corn shortage is reported Idea. We only know that It has had,
to be particularly acute. Bank and that effect with corn we have treatrailroad officials of the Twin Cities ed."
are trying to help farmers get seed
and prices are said to be as high us
Drowned in Beer.
JG a bushel, with prospects of going
Dahlonnga. Go. While trying to dip
up to 18 or $10 by planting time
some beer from a well which had been
If future tests sustain present Inditilled with the liquid by revenuo offcations of experiments carried on at icers, following a raid on a "wild cat"
the university, every bushel of corn still. Homer and Jack Wehunt and
planted may be made to send up more Charles Garrís fell Into tho well and
sprouts and these sprouts may grow were drowned so fast that several weeks may be
gained in the maturing time of the
Girls Study Scrubbing.
Wlnsted, Conn. Girl students at the
kernel.
The discoverers believe they have Gilbert high school here will be taught
washing and Ironing.
found, quite by accident, a commer- scrubbing,
cially practicable method of Increas Twelve enameled washtubs have been
installed.
Inn both the germination efficiency
and the germination rate of seed corn.
It came about In experimenting with
various Insecticides to be used In

New

Pushes
Much Farther North.
Discovery

Belt

treating grains.

Prof. William Moore of the entomology department and Prof. H K.
Hayos of the agronomy department
have been working on fumigation processes for killing grain parasites. It
was Important that germination qualities of grain treated should not be Impaired in fumigating, so they regularly checked plantings of the treated
grain against plnntlpgs of the un

treated.
It was In connection with the use of
nitrobenzene that they bumped Into
the unexpected. They found that not
only was the grain not Impaired for
seed purposes, but that It actually
was bettered. Corn seemed to thrive
Not
on the fumes of nitrobenzene.
only was the percentage of germina
tion Increased by treatment, but the
rate of germination also was speeded
up.
The experimenters checked and
again, and again, with the
An experiment with
same results
1911 corn, for Instance, brought out
that the fumigated seeds sprouted
nearly two weeks before the unfumi
gated, when planted at the same time,
and of the former about 18 per cent
more kernels germinated than of the
. latter.
"We are not saying that the treat
tnent will so result with all corn." Pro
feasor Moore said, 'as our expert
ments have not gone far enough to
Justify so sweeping a statement, but

HIS HUMP AN OPIUM CACHE
Detroit "Hunchback," Arrested With
Can of Drug, Is Accused of
Smuggling.

Detroit. Mich. It was learned that
James R Reynolds, well known In De
troit for the last ten .years and sup
posed to be a hunchback. Is not deformed at all. When arrested bera
rocently Reynolds bad can of opium

'

In bis hump.
According to the police. Reynolds
tnada frequent visits to Canada. There
be bought opium, placed It In bis
burpp. for which a tailor had generous
ly provided by extra cloth and padding
and brought the drug to Detroit.
Prom here the opium was shipped
to New York. Uostou. Chicago and
A woman known as
Ran Francisco
the "f i 0,000 beauty," who was recently
arrested in Detroit and ordered out of
town. Is said by the police to have
been an accomplice.

Jailed for Three Words.
Three words "Had eve
ning, girls" were enough to prove to
John Alferglng that the nlgnt was
stormier than was expected. Thirty
days for accosting two girls was the
sentence.
New York.

Fined for Teaching German.
New York. Justice Orogen bis or
dered May McCann to pay Mrs. Mar
garet Elcocoupos $10 for teaching the
Utter s parrot to speak Cernían.
'

SNOW HITS FORESTS

THE

MAN

HANDS REQUIRE

WANTED

WOMAN

.

band's "cruel and Inhuman" treatment
caused her to lose 14 pounds, Mrs.
Morris W. Henry has applied for a sep
aration.
the great snowbanks become active
agents in preventing spring fires.
ROYALTY NURSES WOUNDED

Heavy Fall During Winter Causes
Big Damage.

XL
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t
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Logging and Milling Operationa Ham
pered, Resulting In Decrease of
Timber Sale Receipts Not
Without Beneficial Side.

Washington. According to torest
service olllclals, the unusually heavy
snowfall which has signalized the past
winter In most of the West has mate
rially affected national forest business.
Timber sale receipts have decreased
In some regions because logging and
milling operations have beon hampered by deep snow and exceptionally
cold weather. The same factors have
given stockmen using the national forest ranges much concern, although as
yet there have been no severe live
stock losses reported. The foresight
of the stockmen In providing winter
feed, which Is now generally practiced,
makes a recurrence of the former Immense losses very unlikely. The damages caused by the snow and resulting
slides and floods to forest service
trails, telephone lines and other permanent improvements are not yet
known, but undoubtedly are heavier
than usual and their repairs will make
much spring work for the rangers.
Most of the railroads in crossing the
mountains of the Northwest run for
considerable distances through the national forests. Reports from tho forest officers show that some of the
roads have bad a strenuous struggle
with the snow to keep the Hues open.
The great rotarles have had hard
work to plow through the huge drifts.
Snowsiides have swept down the steep
slopes, filling the cuts, burying the
tracks to a great depth, and not only
blocking all traffic but in several
cases destroying life and property.
These slides usually occur on slopes
where Are has destroyed the timber,
leaving nothing to hold the snow in
place, according to the forestry officials, who assert that a thrifty Btand
of timber ou the mountain sides is
the best possible safeguard against
these destructive avalanches.
The deep snow Is not without Its
beneficial side, say the forest otlcers.
It will He long on the slopes and
ridges, keeping the ground moist until
late in tho spring, and thus greatly
reducing the danger of early tires
which sometimes occur with serious
A spring tire usually
consequences.
destroys little timber, either green or
dead, but sweeps rapidly over stump
land anu old burns, feeding on the
dead vegetation of the preceding year
Its menace to property and life In remote settlements has been demon
strated. Uy keeping the ground moist
until It 1b covered with green vegetation through which Ore will uot run,

Beautiful bands are a sign of good
breeding, It is said, and certain it Is
that no one who neglects her hands
can expect them to look well. Only
regular attention and steady care
bring forth any results in beautifying
the hands. The girl who works for
her living need not despair, however,
for if she will devote a few moments
each night to her hands they will look
almost as well as those of the lady of
leisure.
Be careful first of all as to how the
hands are washed in tepid water Is
the most satisfactory, for It is not too
cold to remove the dirt and not too
hot to redden the flesh. Constantly
changing soap is very bad for the skin.
A good soap should be selected and be
used regularly without change. Be
sure that all the soap is off the hands,
then dry thoroughly, so that tho flesh
Is not left damp and moist.
Once a month is none too often to
go to a professional manicurist, but by
watching attentively how the work is
done, you may be able to do your
manicuring at home the rest of the
time. The monthly visit will Just
serve to keep the nails shaped rightly
if you do them yourself once or twice
a week. Invest in a good nail file,
some emery boards, a cuticle scissors,
a nail bleach, an orange stick, a polish and some powdered pumice stone.
'

"

Cruel and Inhuman.'
New York. Declaring that her bus
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Smart

Double-Flounc-

e

Skirt.

.

fullness necessary for both comfort
and fashion.
This design is built of sports silk.
In one of those new heavy weaves that
have Bitch lovely Burfaces. Some like
linen crash; some like uneven ripples
of

grass-clot-

This dress Is of delft blue, with
APPLY

POWDERS

lit- -

NEW PETTICOAT

WITH CARE

Much Harm May Be Done to the Skin
If It Is Laid On Too Lav- Ishly.
.

Many women whose complexion is
blotchy, red and unclean looking, can
trace tho source of their' trouble to a
superabundance of powder. Even the
best, purest powders on the market
will clog the skin pores, if applied too
heavily and often(
Powder was not meant to cover the
face so it looks as if the flour barrel
had been visited head first. It was intended as a means of removing the
shine from the skin. Is there anything a moro disgusting sight than a
V
woman with her chin and nose white
wom
with powder? It seems that the
en who affect the "headlight powder
system" have the largest noses,, the
homeliest chins. Of course, the pow
der- - only focuses attention on these
features.
Miss Justine Johnson In a charming
The tint of the powder used must
Heatherbloom creation. The novel
depend on the coloring of the user.
gown Is made of Heatherbloom pomBlondes must use one color, brunettes
padour taffeta with a plaited flounce
another, and according to the degree
design. The charming ' dressing
sacque la of blue taffeta with flowers
of fairness or darkness. Also for evening use there are certain shades of
and buds embroidered In white silk,
powder which are much moro becom
Miniature hearts of white embroid
ing than the tints most attractive In
ered silk dot the sacque here and
the daylight.
there.

1
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CARE

Woman's Attractiveness Depends a
Great Deal on Their Dainty and
'Proper Appearance.

Five Who Were All Right Returned
Because 8he Wished to Hire
a Negro.

Indianapolis. W C. De Millor. federal labor commissioner In Indianapolis, has decided that he has reached
the point where patience ceases to be
a virtue , Recently, among his many
dally requests for laborers, he received
a request from a woman who lives on
It outlined
a farm near Greenwood.
qualifications as follows:
"I want a man who neither smwkes,
drinks, chews nor swears. A widower.
If possible, who has had experience,
and I do not care If he has one or two
children. He must not be afraid of
work and must have good health and
must have clean habits. Please send
me ten or fifteen men of this character
and I will select the one I want"
De Miller eventually found five men
who were willing to make the trip and
take (heir chances of obtaining the position, but when the Ave men returned
to the labor commissioner's office that
same evening De Miller was somewhat
surprised to hear them explain that
bone of them could meet with the
woman's requirements.
"And why?" demanded De Miller.
"Uecause she wants a colored man,"
was the unanimous reply.
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Redlands, Cal. The waters of the
Santa Ana river came near claim
Ing two victims near here lately, when
eight converts of the Mexican mis
8lon on Herald street were baptized
in the Icy waters.
Rev. Francisco Lorente, the minis
ter of the church, and one of the con
vorts ventured out too far In the
swift stream and the current threw
them off their feet.
While the terrified members of the
little church looked on tbey battled
desperately for their lives and finally
succeeded In, reaching tho bank. The
minister proceeded with the service
and baptized the remaining converts,
although it was done nearer the shore,

Steals Bible to Get Drink.
CroHBe,
Wis. "Charlie" Ross
wanted a drink but didn't have tb
price, so he offered to trade a Hible
for a glass of whisky. The deal did
not go through because the bartender
bad Robs arrested. It was found that
the tilble bad been stolen from the

The material at the top of the bag is

star-pointe- d

star-pointe-

.

L

city mission.

turned over and hemmed down and
orne of the same silk cord run
through, and to the end of the cord a
small ring is attached (a small keyring will quite well answer the purpose) that may be slipped over the finger, and in this way prevent the pos
sibility it the bag being dropped or

'
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a Splendid Habit
Open sluice of the system each
morning and wash away the
poisonous, stagnant matter,

Those of us who are accustomed to
feel dull and heavy when we arise;
splitting headache, stuffy from a cold,
foul tongue, nasty breath, acid stomach, lame back, can, instead, both
look and feel as fresh as a daisy always
by washing the poisons and toxins
from the body with phosphated hot
water each morning. .
We should drink, before breakfast,
a glass of real hot water with a
of limestone phosphate In
to flush from the stomach, liver.
kidneys and ten yards of bowels the
previous day'a indigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins; thus cleansing, sweetening and purifying the entire alimentary caual before patting
more food into the stomach.
The action of limestone phosphate
and hot water on an empty stomach
is wonderfully invigorating. It cleans
out all the sour fermentations, gases,
waste and acidity and gives one a
splendid appetite for breakfast and It
is said to be but a little while until
the roses begin to appear in the
A quarter pound of lime
cheeks.
stone phosphate will cost very little at
your druggist or from the store, "but
Is sufficient to make anyone who la
bothered with biliousness, ' constipation, stomach trouble or rheumatism
real enthusiast on the subject of in
ternal sanitation. Try It and you are
assured that you will look better and
feel better in every way shortly.

,
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JIMMY

GOT

HELPING

HIS

Watched Beautiful Appetite of Darling
of His Heart and Suffered
In Silence.
They were speaking of the trails and
tribulations of the man in love tha
other evening, when an appropriate
story was recalled by Senator W. R.
Oglesby of New York.
Some time since Jimmy took the
darling of his heart to a restaurant,
where it o&rt many plunks to chew.
and although the dear- girl had said
-

she wasn't a bit hungry, she hastily
remarked chicken and all the attendant glories when the, menu card was
placed before her. And all that Jimmy could do was to watch her beautiful appetite, and suffer in silence.
"Why, Jlmmle," suddenly exclaimed
the dear one, "you are not eating a bit
of this lovely chicken. It is simply
great. Won't you have some?"
'No, darling," answered Jimmy, with
the best he could produce in the way
of a smile. "I have had all I want.
' "AH
that you want, Jimmy T" re
turned the other, surprised. ' Why,
you haven't had any."
"Yes, I have, dear," said Jimmy,
with a sigh that came all the way
from his pocketbook. "The waiter just
handed me the bill." Philadelphia
Telegraph.
Another War Hero.
Mrs. Peck The papers are full of
deeds of heroism performed by men
tor the Bake of their country, but one

never hears or a man performing a
deed of daring for the women he loves.
Henry Peck I'm sure I did, my
dear. ,
Mrs. Peck You! Why, what brave
thing did you do, I'd like to know?
Henry Peck Why, I er let you
marry me, d didn't I?
From

Different

Viewpoint.

"I'm so sorry you don't like my new
gown, said Mrs. Growell. "Everybody
else Bays it is perfectly lovely."
"Oh, it's easy for others to pay com
pliments," replied Growell, "but I have
.
otherwise mislaid ; in fact, the bag to pay the bills."
can be allowed to hang from the finger
HANDY HUSBAND
and thus leave the hand frea to bold
Knew How to Get Part of the Break
a paper or magazine.
fast.
Upon each side of the bag appears a
butterfly worked with silk.
" 1 know one dish I 'can prepare for
biaakfast as well as any c6ok on
Panels of Ribbons.
Ribbons are used generously . as earth,' said my husband one morning
trimmings for afternoon and dance when the cook was ill and he had volfrocks these days. . They are made unteered to help get breakfast. He
into panels, loop ipon loop, and are appeared with his dlah and I discovwhich, of
sewed around wldb skirts in gradu ered it was Grape-Nut- s
ated widths. Very b.'oad ribbons of course, was easy to prepare tor it was
soft brocade pattern are draped over perfectly cooked at the factory, but it
the bodice under a veiling of tulle, was a good illustration of the convenand very narrow ribbons are platted ience of having Grape-Nut- s
about.
and used as an edge trimming. Gay
"We took up Grape-Nut- s
immediUtile bow knots and rosettes of rib- ately after returning from a five years'
bon flutter from dance frocks in cap sojourn in a hot country. Our stomtivating fashions.
achs were in bad condition and wa
were in poor health generally.
Homemade Picture Dress.
"In a day or two we liked Grape-Nut- s
- Who cannot afford a striped dimity,
better than any other kind of
say yellow and white with a tiny blos food on the table. We both gained
som running in alternate rows? Make steadily in health and strength, and
a plain gathered skirt, with four bands this was caused by Grape-Nut- s
and
of plain yellow in graduating widths to Pos tutu.
.
trim. A simple waist with puff sleeves
"A friend of ours had a similar exset in the low shoulder and caught Into perience. She was seriously ill with
cuffs of yellow to corre- indigestion and could find nothing to
yoke. eat that would not give
spond with a deep
her heartburn
above which a softly plaited ruche.
and palpitation, especially at night
"She found that a small dish of
Gayly Colored Veils. .
Grape-Nut- s
with cream
her a
Brilliantly colored lace veils are satisfactory supper and made
gave her a
note
velldom
new
in
fashion
the
comfortable night's rest. In a short
These are composed of both tho large time she gained several pounds in
and small hexagon mesh, and are run weighL"
with heavy silk In the same color, or
"There's a Reason." Name given by
in chalnstltch, in vine and in scat Postuin Co., Battle Creek, Mica.
tered leaf design.
Bvff rrnd the Mfeov letter? A
Colors are purple, mauve, green,
npnenra f rout time tu time. Tfcer
ra
ruiilao, trae, aad lull ef kicauie.
gray
brown.
and
rich
shade
of
a
blue,

DESIGNED TO HOLD PENNIES
Bag Is One of the Prettiest of the
Nearly all members of the Austrian
Trifles Which Women Like to
royal family are engaged in charitable
Have In Profusion.
work connected with the relief of
those afflicted in some way by the
This bag should, of course, be made
war. The photograph shows the Arch
duchess Maria Theresa at work in one In quite a tiny size, and it is carried
out in dark brown silk and lined with
of the Austrian hospitals.
pale pink soft silk. It is cut out in two
pieces and sewn together at the sides,
NEAR
AT
BAPTISM the seam afterwards being hidden with
DEATH
two pieces of fine brown silk cord, the
Preacher and One He Was About ends of which are knotted at the botto Immerse Ventured
tom of the bag and frayed out In. a
Too Far.
tassel.

Glass of Hot Water
Before Breakfast
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HEY MEXICO
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SCHOOLS

NEARLY
$2,000,000
SPENT
EDUCATION IN YEAR.

STATE NEWS
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FOR

rail cn

"He Who

and Does Work

Will

YVwlrn Notvnpnper Unfon Nwb fUrvlre.

-

April

18
rrnKreaalve State Convention
at Ssnta fé.
Wftfltern Ndwapnpnr tlnlnn Nwi
April 25 Hnpuhllcan
Stat Convention
Santa Fé. The state of New Mexiat AlhiiqiHtrqiiQ.
8
Juna
Tendiera Meeting at East co spent nearly $2.000,000 during the
Venn.
for educa
July
Cowboya' Reunion at Laa school year of
tlonal purposes, which is an Increase
Veraa.
Spt.
State Tennla Tournament at of $101,000 over the year
Jtonwoll.
This was ascertained on the comOct. S
New Mexico Bankera' AbrocI-atlo- n
Convention at Grand Caton, pletion of certain statistical tables by
Aria.
the State Department of Education,
"
For the past year the total expendiCurry county teachers will meet at
tures of elementary and high schools
CJovIb April 16.
Arbor Day was generally observed amounted to $1,549,825.99 and for the,
state educational Institutions,
throughout the stato.
making a total of $1,984.The depots at Tularosa and Daytoa 321.07. The total for
was
were destroyed by fire.
$1,822,628.64.
The Santa Fe will build a five-sta- ll
The revenues and expenditures ot
round house at Carlsbad.
the state educational Institutions in
The governor appointed Jose J. tha years 1914 and 1915, ending June
30, follow:
Montoya of Cuba, a notary public.
;
University of New Mexico,
April 14 la Bird Day according to
$67,601.89.
Governor McDonald's proclamation.
New Mexico College of Agriculture
Fire destroyed the barn and con
.
teats belonging to D. J. Owen, of and Mechanic Arts, $135,762.07;
(uiovis.
New Mexico School ot Mines, $34,- The big sawmill In Alamogordo will 654.45; $25,824.90.
run again after having been Idle for
New Mexico Military Institute, $73,'
more than eight years.
717.46; $67,643.07.
The Demlng Chamber of. Com
Sliver City Normal, $37,898.26;
merce has decided to work for a Luna
county fair In September.
New Mexico Normal University,
The Santa Fe depot at Dayton and $51.7C6.C5; $57,573.14.
Spanish - American Normal, $6,
several stock cars were destroyed by
329.24; $5,296.79.
fire. The loss Is placed at $4,000.
Institute for the Blind, $18,453.42;
By a vote of 10G to 6, the business
men of Albuquerque have decided $22,485.32.
New Mexico School for the Deaf,
that they want a Btate (air thin year. $13,210.30;
$15,977.81.
The 8anta Fé railway Is getting
ready to make extensive ImproveBaca and Vigil File Answer,
ments on Its line through the Pecos
Santa Fe Mrs. Celestino Oter.
alley.
chief witness for the government In
Castulo Silva of Dilla and William the trial which resulted In the acEX Kelley of Socorro have been com
quittal ot Elfego Baca and Manuel U
missioned notaries public by Gover Vigil of the charge of aiding In the
nor McDonald.
escape of Gen. Jose Ynez Salazar
The, Demlng creamery Is now re from federal custody at Albuquerque,
ceiving from 800 to 1,000 pounds of was characterized as unworthy '61
cream weekly, and is producing from belief, according to the answer filed
by Baca and Vigil in the federal court
300 to 350 pounds of butter.
Mrs. Maude Hawk Wright and baby here to the order of Judge W. H,
have returned to Silver City from El Pope requiting them to show cause
Pasa Mrs. Wright was taken pris- why they should not be debarred on
oner when Villa bandits raided Colum the ground of the testimony against
them In the trial. Respondents spebus.
deny the charges Included In
Several hundred soldiers were put cifically
court
the
order.
to work at Columbus preparing a new
aviation field for the eight new aero
Chavez Murder Mystery Solved.
planes purchased by the War DepartAlbuquerque.
A confession the po
ment.
lice claim to have obtained from Jose
A shocking accident occurred at Medina that he killed Jose N. Chavez,
the Koehler mine, resulting in the a saloon keeper who was found par
death of Arthur Reed, the
tlally buried in a brick yard here a
son of Mr. and Mrs. William Reed of month ago, clears up one of the most
. Raton.
mysterious murders here in some
' W.
P. Southard
of Albuquerque, time. Medina asserted his reason for
announced that he would accept the the killing was a quarrel over a
debt he owed the liquor man.
chairmanship of the state fair commission, which Governor McDonald Officers, however, think, jealousy over
a girl was the real .reason.
announced.
A total of $103,050 is appropriated
Reunion Buys Grounds.
for the United States Indian school
East Las Vegas. The New Mexico
"at "Sauta Fe in the general Indian ap- Cowboys'
Reunion Association has
propriation bill passed by the Senate
bought Amusement park, convenient
at Washington.
ly located to both this city and the
Both Alston bought of Mr. Hewett, town of Las Vegas, and will use
ot Dunlap, 1,840 acres of land, 150 grounds as the site of Its annual the
re
head of registered cows, forty graded union.
cows and 1,800 head of sheep at a
price of (47,500.
Two Las Vegans Painfully Wounded.
"
Wolves, Hon
and coyotes took
Las Vegas. Nelson Mueller was
heav toll of stock on the forest shot through the hand and Lawrence
ranges in the Albuquerque forest dis- afioors through the wrist and leg
trict during last year. A total of
when a revolver in the hands of
head were killed.
Mueller was accidentally discharged.
The United States Supreme Court
School Bonds Bring High Figure.
granted the state of New Mexico
Alamogordo.
The Tularosa school
permission to sue the secretary of district bonds, $30,000 worth, have
grant
compel
to
to
him
the interior
been sold to a Chicago bonding house
title to coal lands in school land for $30,006.50 and the expenses of the
grants.
Issue.
A brakeman by the name of Shaw
running between Roswell and Clovis
Makes School Apportionment.
had his foot cut off In the 'railroad
$83,000 In the
Ban ta Fe About
yards at Clovis.
Crescendo Molina, the third of Btate school fund was apportioned to
three defendants to face a jury in the the different counties by SuperinDistrict Court at Silver City at the tendent of Public Instruction Alvan
present term on an Indictment charg- N. White. The apportionments foling murder, was acquitted, the jury low: Bernalillo, $7,210.60; Chaves,
t4,352.27;
$3,856.50; Curry,
Colfax.
being out but five minutes.
Prof. Rupert F. Asplund, tor the $1,970.25; Dona Ana, $4,347.75; Eddy,
Grant, $4,763.25; Guadapast seven years chief clerk of the $2,732.25;
$1,988.25:
State Department of Education, ten- lupe, $2,887.60; Lincoln.
dered his resignation to the State Luna, $1,827; McKinlcy, $1,302.75;
Board to take effect April 30. The Mora, $3,387; Otero, $2,056.50; Quay,
$2,886; Rio Arriba, $4,429.50; Rooseresignation was accepted.
What appears to have been a foul velt, $2,153.25; San Juan, $1,673.50;
Miguel, $5,904 75; Sandoval,
murder was commuted at Tyrone. San
Sierra,
The body of Mr. Brainard, bartender $1,434; Santa Fe, $5,039.25;
$3.820.50;
Taos,
in the saloon, was found lying In a $1,152; Socorro,
pool of blood near the cash register $3 242.25; Torrance, $1,851.75; Union,
with two bullet holes through his $3,950.25; Valencia, $2.025.
head.
State Bank Resources $11,000,000,;
The State Corporation Commission
hearing on intra state rates, at which
Santa Fe The total resources of
final arguments by shippers and rail- the state banks on March 7 were
road representatives will be heard, $10,950,969.50, according to the stateand which will be followed by an or- ment of Bank Examiner R. II. Car
der readjusting freight rates In New ter. There were at that date 8,583
Mexico, will be held in Santa. Fé savings depositors and 20,947 other
depositors.
Aril 21.
Edwin Lyons, well known in Las
Cruces and a nephew of Mr. and Alleged High Graders in Custody.
Carrlzozo
H. H. and F. O. NewMrs. H. D. Bowman, of Mesilla Park, bury were
taken
in custody by
and who lived there since early
J. B. Balrd and brought to
childhood, with the Bowmans, who
this place
White Oaks, to
are bis foster parents, la now at the answer to from
the charge of having
front in Mexico with Col. Dodd, be- stolen a quantity cf tungsten
ore
ing second, lieutenant In the Seventh from the White Oaks Mines ConsolCavalry. .
idated Company of the latter place.
Las Cruces voted to issue $12,000 The arrest followed the swearing out
bonds for waterworks and $7,000 for of a search warrant and the discov
ery of ten sacks of high grade ore,
ewer system improvements. R
jiutlkau nominees for "town trustee valued at $2,000 under the floor of
aiitf treasurer were elected.
the Newbury bouse.
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Want."

Not
Inercias

of $181,000 Over Previous
Year 8hown at Meeting of
State Board.
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GERÍ.1AIIY DENIES

As In the United Plates it Is said,
that the Mennonltes in Canada are
very much oppressed, and have to suf
fer from a great deal (on account ot
the War in Europe) and I have been

requested to write something about
this, I will do so.
I came with my parents A. D. 1874,
from Southern RusDoes not
sia to America
Fear,
South Dakota, and
A. D. 1907 I came
Oppressions
with my family
here to Western Canada, here we have
found a healthy climate; the acre
yields on an average more and wheat
is better than in South Dakota. What
concerns the Government, up to now
we have bad a good one, have been
able to Uve according to our creed and
have not been oppressed in any way,
and I believe: All Mennonltes, who
Uve according to the fundamental beliefs of the Mennonltes and to God's
word, as their guide, will agree with

Tor Infant unrl CMHrrn.

U. 8. POSITION MADE DIFFICULT
BY NEWS THAT BERLIN FREES

Motors

Sis

OF BLAME.

Gonnino Castorin

VERDUN FROIITCBUSHED

c

C.r.NT
AVfcgclAlilrPrcpamlionfbrAa-s- i
mi Wing (lie Food and Rcjjula-lu:i- i
thr Stomach and Bow Is of

TEUTONS
CAPTURE
TWO POSI.
TION3 SOUTH OF HAUCOURT
OVER MILE LONG.
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Berlin, April 11.

The German gov
eminent announces that no German
submarine or warship was responsible
for the explosion which damaged the
urltlsh steamship Sussex. When Ger
many, on April 5, handed Ambassador
Gerard an Interim note replying to the
Inquiries of the United Slates government regarding the Sussex and four
;
me.
other steamers, the matter of responHe, who, here In Canada, will and sibility was still in doubt and the In
does work, will not want. So much as vestigatlon was still proceeding.
an answer.
The Associated Press was authoritatively informed that the Investiga
Remain your friend, .
(Sgd.) DIEDRICH GOOSSEN.
tion has now been completed; that
all tho craft which might possibly
Very few farmers cultivate the habit have been Involved in an attack on
of keeping careful accounts of their the Sussex have reported, and that
receipts and expenditures, showing at from the reports of their commanders
the end ot the year a balance, either it is absolutely certain that the Sussex
tor or against. The farmer of Western was not destroyed by a German torCanada Is no exception to this. It Is pedo, and that Germany Is In no wise
felt If more careful
were responsible for the disaster.
From the material at hand it will
resorted to there that much better re
sults would be ob- also be possible to reply to the AmerStatistical State- tained and shown. ican Inquiries regarding the steamers
ment Shows a Divi There Is the case Englishman, Manchester Engineer,
of the Crowfoot Eagle Point and Berwindvale, and esIn
dend of
Farming Co., of tablish, according to the German con1915.
Crowfoot, Alberta. tention, that no blame attaches to GerIt has just Issued a certified statement many.
of Its operations for the years 1912,
Washington. Germany's disclaimer
1913. 1914 and 1916.
This Company
has had for the past few years about of responsibility for the destruction
1300 acres in wheat and between 200 of the channel steamer Sussex surand 250 in oats. The total operating rounds the position of tho United
and general expenses for 1912, lnclud States in the present submarine situa
Ing interest st 6 and depreciation at tion with further difficulties, and may
were $12,587, for 1913 $17,506, for turn action, if any be taken, from the
Sussex caso itself to the accumulation
1914 $18.729, and for 1915, $29.804.48
Expense per acre of land in crop was of ships destroyed without warning
$7.80 in 1912, $11.67 In 1913. $11.70 in since Germany gave assurances gov1914, and $17.87 in 1915.
Total re- erning the submarine campaign.
ceipts were $16,531 in 1912. $30,661 in
London. The systematic bombard1913, $31,589.87 in 1914, and $62.520.26
in 1915. The percentage earned upon ment of the city of Rhelms was re
capital invested was 6V47o in 1912, sumed three weeks ago and continues
30
In 1913. 23 13 in 1914, and 60 In with Increasing intensity.
Berlin reports the capture of two
1915, In which year it paid a cash divistrong points of support to the south
dend of
The Company's statement shows of Haucourt, which passed recently
that the average dates ot finishing into German bands, an entire French
seeding was April 20th; the average position along a front ot more than a
date commenced cutting was August mile and a quarter coming into Teu
tonic possession.
18th. Advertisement
The Bethlncourt salient, which, for
Anscfironism.
weeks, bad projected like a wedge
Nearly all of the prominent business into the German lines northwest of
men of America have some connec Verdun, has been evacuated by the
tion with the church; many ot them French.
are conspicuous leaders of Christian
Two more British steamers have
enterprise. Industrially they are Doc- been sunk. Nine men are reported
tor Jekyll; ecclesiastically they are killed in the attack on the steamer
Mr. Hyde. What use Is there In gloss- Chantllla by a submarine.
ing the matter? They are proud ol
Violent fighting la taking place on
being just and fair where it is an the Austro-Italiafront, the Austrlans
economic necessity; they are brutally being on the aggressive in several
callous where It la a religious grace. sectors and reporting considerable
The employer who dare not rip a successes with the capture of numer
faithful but
mechanic from ous prisoners.
his lathe and throw him upon the
Violent attacks delivered by Ger
mercy of the community will tear a mans against new French line are refaithful but
preacher pulsed.
from his pulpit and drop him upon
Paris reports capture of 150 yards
the lean, cold bosom of charity. Jo- of German trenches southwest ot
seph H. Odell In Atlantic.
Douaumont,

Always
Bcara tho
Signature
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Wilson Congratulates
SALTS IF BACKACHY OR
Washington. President Wilson con
KIDNEYS TROUBLE YOU gratulated King Albert of Belgium on
birththe celebration of hla forty-firs- t
Eat Less Meat If Your Kidneys Aren't day anniversary.
Acting Right or If Back Hurts or
Bladder Bothers You.
TROOPERS TO PROTECT EL PASO.
When you wake up with backache
and dull misery in the kidney region
It generally means yon have been eating too much meat, says a
authority. Meat forma uric acid which
overworks the kidneys in their effort
to filter It from the blood and they become sort of paralyzed and loggy.
When your kidneys get sluggish and
clog you must relieve them like you
reheve your bowels; removing all the
body's urinous waste, else you have
backache, sick headache, dizzy spells;
your stomach sours, tongue is coated,
and when the weather is bad you have
well-know- n

twinges. The urine in
cloudy, full of sediment, channels often get sore, water scalds and you are
obliged to seek relief two or three
times during the night
Either consult a good, reliable physl
clan at ouce or get from your pharmacist about four ounces ot Jad Salts;
take a tablespoonful In a glass ot
water before breakfast for a few days
and your kidneys will then act fina
This famous salts Is made from the
acid of grapes and lemon juice, com
blned with lltbia, and has been used
for generations to citan and stimulate
sluggish kidneys, also to neutralize
acids in the urine so it no longer irrl
tates, thus ending bladder weakness
Jed Salts is a lite saver for regular
meat eaters. It Is Inexpensive, cannot
injure and makes a delightful, effervescent Uthla-wate- r
drink. Adv.
rheumatic

Raiders Said to Have Dashed Over
Line Near Columbus, Cut Fence
and Escaped.
El Paso, Tex., April 11. A civilian
who arrived here Sunday from Columbus reported that additional troops are
being hurried south Into Mexico from
the base as rapidly as they con do
and
provided
with transportation
equipment.
El Paso officials made representa
tions to the military authorities with
the result that two infantry battalions were sent from Fort Bliss to
serve as reserves to the patrols on
guard every night in the principal
streets here. The police officials say
they fear trouble with Mexicans in
Juarez, the garrison of which city. It
has been reported, planned to revolt,
massacre all the Americans in Juarez,
and attack El Paso.
Dispatches from Columbus indicate
little is known at military headquarters there of the development in the
campaign south of Satevo, but no uneasiness Is expressed.
Bob Burman, Aide and Guard Killed.
Corona, Calif. Bob Burman of De

troit, noted automobile racer; his mechanician, Eric Schroeder of Chicago,
and a track guard are dead as a result
of the overturning of Burman's car
In the Corona road race here. Several
spectators were Injured, five seriously.
The race was won by Eddie O'Donnell
Much More Refined.
"Do you mean to say the finger of who covered the 301 miles In 3 hour.
suspicion is pointed at Mrs. Gad dor 7" 29 minutes 62 seconds. Joe Thomas
'Oh, dear no! That is never done was second with a timo o! 3:36:01,
in our set.
But when she appears and Eddie Pullen third, with 3:38:36
2 6. Teddy TeUIaff and R. C. Durant
there is a perceptible lifting of
flntshed fourth and fifth respectively.
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Watch Your Colts

For CoukIis. Colds and Distemper, nnd at the first symptoms of any audi nllment.
wonsmall donen of
derful remedy, now the mont used In exlotenee.that
SPOHN'S DISTEMPER 4'OHIOl'l
60 centa and SI a bottle; 16 and 110 the doaen, of any
dniii irlst. harness denier, or delivered by
MUDICAL CO, Chemist, UarnhrB, lad, V. S. A.
e

War Makes Geographers.
War
The war has made geographers of
"What's this?
Inus all. It seems that it has alio
torn up. Things
"My wife has
creased the Londoner's knowledge of
London.

Six wounded officers, all
Londoners born and dwellers in London, were offered a motor trip from
their hospital ho other day. They
selected Hampton court as their ob
jective, and only one of the party
had seen It before. It Is a common
saying In London that only the visitor really sees the city, and thero
Is at all events an element ot tnfth in

on Dirt.
Your house

Is all

are a wreck."
started her

house-cleanin-

offensive."
SAVED MINISTER'S

LIFE.

Rev. W. H. Warner, Route 2, Myers-vlllo- ,
Md., writes:
My trouble was
sciatica. My back was affected
the form of lumbago. I also had
and-too-

One aire smaller after using Allen's Foot- tna antiseptic powder for the feet.
Shtiken Into shoes and used In
Allen's Foot Kane makes tight shoea feel
cany, and glvea Instant relief to corns and
bunions. Try it toduy. 8old evcrywlta.-e- .
FRKB tilal Dacknge. Aildresa.
Allen & Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.

cramps
muscles,
pressure or sharp
pain on the top ot
my head, and nerv3. rr: l
ous dizzy spells. I
had other symptoms showing my
Rev.W. U Warner kidneys were at
fault, so I took Dodd's Kidney Pills.
They were the means of saving my life.
On Feb. 16th, 1916, 1 write to say that
undoubtedly your medicine restored
me to perfect health.
Dodd's Kidney Pills, 50c per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Dodd's Dyspepsia Tablets for indigestion have been proved.
EOc per box. Adv.

An obese woman tries to console
herself with the belief that she knows
some other woman who Is fatter than
she is.

When a man isn't capable of earning a living the only thing left for him
to do is to get a political job or break
into jail.

neuralgia,
in

the statement.
com
There Is a certain middle-agemercial man of high standing In Lon
don, a Londoner by descent, birth and
lifelong residence, who, though be has
seen the Blue mountains of Australia
and the Victoria falls of Africa, has
never been Inside Hyde park, Westminster abbey or St. Paul's Cathedral.
Manchester Guardian.
d

Ladies can wrar shoes
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New Strength for Lame Back
FROM GIRLHOOD TO OLD
Conditions
and Worn-oAGE WOMEN ARE HELPED
ut

Dear Mr. Editor:

I suffered from lame back and a
feeling. Was unable to
tired, worn-ou- t
stand erect and scarcely able to get
around. It would usually come on at
first with crick in small of my back.
I took Anuric Tablets and my back
commenced to get better. I did not
have to walk doubled over as I did
before using the "Anuric." It is the
best remedy I have ever taken for
what it is Intended to relieve.

A. G. DRAKE.
When your kidneys get
sluggish and clog, you suffer from
dizzy spells,
backache,
or the twingf-- and pains of lumbago.
rheumatism and gout. "Anuric" Is the
NOTE:

most powerful agent In dissolving
uric acid, as hot water melts sugar.
Ask the druggist for Anuric," cut
up by Dr. Pierce, In
packages.
60-ce-ut

At the first symptoms of any derangement of the feminine organism
at any period of life the one safe, really
helpful remedy Is Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription for every conceivable aliment and disease of a womanly nature.
It Is a woman's temperance medicine
and its ingredients are published on
wrapper.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription la
a true friend to women in times ot
trial and at times of pain when the
organs are not performing their functions.
For headache, backache, hot
flashes, catarrhal conditions, bearing
down sensations, mental depression
dizziness, fainting spells, women
should never fall to take this tried and '
true women's medicina.
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Í
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BARBER

THEATRE

LOCAL & PERSONAL 'NEW CLOTHES

The concert to be given by Miss
Elizabeth Garrett and the Lordsburg Harmony Club at the $5 mine
has been 'postponed until a later
now showing
date.
Ben Locklenr was here from
pwwwwwwwwwwwwa
Tuesday, filing on 1G0 acres
and making petition for designaBig Universal Program
ni
R. L.
Friday aad Saturday Night3 tion of an additional 100 acre tract.
"Rufus Wamel wax in tnu-- rVnm
the Animas, Tuesday.
Plenty of Fun, Thrills
Rev. J. A. Land will preach at
and l'n tertn i n m e n t
niacksniiih,
Hachita Sunday.
Ü
Judge Terrell was here from SilSpring and axel Welding
PRICES:
Thursday, 15 and 25c
ver City Saturday on his regular
'
Wood .Working
visit for the benefit of his clients.
Karscshoing.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Royalt were
For Our Regular Show
here Saturday attending to cases in
NORTH CF R. R. TRACK
Remember the Price, 5 and 10c the local justice court.
M. P. Farrer was a visitor to
Columbus, N. M., several days this
bWi,
uw
week visiting army pals.
DIAMOND FROM THE SXY
E. J. Thornberry of Hachita was
here
on business Tuesday.
&
Every
Dollar51
Ca'B
"ffalk 0n3 nací and
Cas Williams of Deming was in
the city Tuesday afternoon.
SURPRISE GROCERY
Carl S. Reeves, the El Paso auSTORE COMPANY
tomobile man, was in town several days this week.
MA HELA
FRlNCI-CNick Trieear was down fmm
puoruiEron
Steins Sunday.
Fresh Meat, - Vegetables and
Dan Frasier of Duncan was a
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries
business Visitor here the enrlv nnrt
Thone No. 6 - 2 Rings
HOISTS, mining, milling and of the week.
Store North of S. P. Tracl s power machinery at prices that Grover Neff of Silver City was in
town Sunday.
will surprise you.
Several of the lnrnl T?
.will attend the convention at Sil
We
every machine that ver t,ity Saturday. At that time
delegates will, be appointed
to at- .
fm.
leaves our shop, and cover it with iena me state
convention at Alour guarantee.
buquerque for the election of delegates to the National Convention
at Chicago.
in Rear of St. Elmo Bar
Write Us For Prices
8
After a springish beginning, the
TWO CHAIRS
ÍJ
week turned cold on Wednesday.
8 II S. GILLUM, PltOl'RIETOK fe
SOUTHWESTERN
WRECKING CO. More "colds" and "grippe".
ÍS
AsencT El Paso Steam Lacndry
The Folly Girls Musical Comedy
115 Durango Street,
El Paso, Texas
Company presented "What Hap- r ,
0Wssst
JJ
Dened to .Tones" nr Iba Kro.
tre Wednesday evening. The show
was gooa ana was seen by a large
THREE BIG BOUTS AT 85 MINE audience.
Harry Martin was here from
Three of the best boxing bouts Duncan Sunday, en route to El
ever staged in this section were Paso.
witnessed by a small crowd of, '
Mrs, E. L. Carr of Clifton,
Lordsburg and 85 mine fight
fans at the 85 mine theatre Satur- was the guest of Mrs. Joe Nygren
day night.' Counteracting attrac- here thé last of the week. Mrs.
tions both at the mine and in Carr returned to Clifton Sunday.
"THE APPRECIATED
town, kept the crowds away.
aJ
CANDIES"
Judge Wall of Clifton, was in
V
if
The main go between Broncho town Sunday.
AT OUR STORE
Kid Smith and Kid Louiz was a
We sell so many of thise
Sheriff H. J. Grath was over
hummer.
Both boys were in
good
famously
chocolates that
trim condition and anxious to from Silver City the last of the
we can always supply any of the
land the finishing touches. Smith week. He returned to the. counUohnston popular assortments
had a large following and Louiz ty seat Sunday afternoon.
And alway
had a similar howling bunch oi
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. ' Ritter
These are the kind you see
fans in his corner. The boys delightfully
entertained
the
advertised in
tipped the beam at 140 pounds bridge
club and their husbands
the Saturday Evening Post
and were well matched.
,
theRitter home Saturhay evenand are What She Wants I
At the ring of the gong they at
ing. Cards were played and delibegan the heavy pounding. ' The cious
refreshments were served.
THE MINT CLUB
first two rounds went to no one,
and the boys worked hard. Smith
MRS. MORENO DEAD
HARRY FARRIOR
sprained his shoulder in the first
Mrs.
Moreno, the wife of the
round but continued in the ring.
PECPE1ET0E
of the Star Grocery
There was quite a little clench- proprietor
ing from the third round on. In north of the S. P. tracks, died
after a lingering illness.
the seventh, Smith gave Louiz a Tuesday
was buried Wednesday afterdreadful beating rushing him to She
the ropes several times and land- noon.
85 Mine Directory
ing lefts to the jaw. The pluck-l- y
ANIMAS
boy came up smilSanta
Rita
ooooooecooQoosocoocooecx
John Curry returned frofn El
ing at all times and brushed
Paso
Wednesday.
He reports
got
blows
aside,
Smith's
Louiz
V
naving
Meat Market
nad a good time.
good
in some
work on his opponent but none of the blows seemMrs. M. A. Wood and son left
H. L. 8 WINK, Owner
ed to phase the "broncho". tor Douglas Thursday morning,
FBESH MEATS
Neither of the boys were ever
Judge O. G. Kiner and C A
floored. At the end of the ten
I'romiil Delivering made In LordHliurg;
rounds the referee called a draw Smith made a flying trip up the
OOOOOOQ0000004
and asked for two judges' decis- vaney Saturday.
ion. The crowd called for a
Mr. Maddox and family were
decision for Kid Smith but the
rTOOOO 0900000000090009000!
oiauon
visitors Wednesday.
fight was deemed to be too close
AUTO DELIVERY
for such a finale.
R. C. Gallman stayed at the
All the way through Smith Station Sunday night en route
W. JOHNSON
and Louiz fought clean and scientifically giving the fans their for Hachita and the Blaek Mount
65 MINE STORE
money's worth." There was ' no ain Kock.
and nothing in
Mr. Mace of the TTnnpr Vniw
(Town Prices at the 85 mine; "rough work"
least way objectionable. has begun the erection
the
!
of a house
camp. tree Automobile De-athe-leteThe fight showed the two
s
on his
Sitvprv nnvwliora in fliía iridie ff
homestead
to be good material and
iity. Get Johnson's Prices Be-- jj clean cut fighters. .
Mohair is being shipped from
Goat
c The first preliminary was a this point almost daily.
i fore You Buy.
3 three round boxing contest be- men report a fairly good cut, but
tween Kid Pete and Kid Red. not as neavy as last season.
The youngsters fought well and
delighted the crowd.
Their II. E. Dupuy returned from El
rasoiriday night with an Imfight
wa3 a draw.
American
National writes,
perial car.
p
The
humwas
a
Life, Accident and Health InPaul B. Williams
surance. J. B. Crowel), district mer. Jack Norwood the husky Douglas Friday night. went to
blacksmith from
Texas and
manager.
Oklahoma Juan were after blood.
Rufus Wamel made a flying
El Paso Ice Cream and Cold They went four fast rounds of trip to Deming Tuesday and rePrinks at Mrs. Stevens' Ice the heavest swinging ever seen turned Wednesday.
Cream Parlor.
in this community. The men
The Borderland Route is being
weighted about 1G0 pounds. kept
Higti class tailoring, cleaning, .presscomfortably
by
Norwood put out some blows, heavily loaded autos, warm
ing and altering. Ladies and
s
whose carhad
they
that,
landed,
would
suiU made at hume from $18.03
goes make a noise suspiciously
to UO.OO. See M. P. Farrer, the have sent Juan into dreamland.
like bottles containing the stuff
tailor.
However the husky bov was
there to dodge his opponent and that made Milwaukee famous.
Walter Dunagan and Bert Hatby the end of the fight had the
DEMONSTRATES PAIGE CAR blacksmith tamed.
The crowd field were Station visitors MonA. D. Seitzler, the well known received this fight with a big in- day morning.
Silver City saddle manufacturer, novation and wanted more. The
J. C. Wright left for Deming
was here the first of the wt-e- de- referee called a draw.
in hia Dodge car Tuesday mornmonstrating the Paige motor car,
ing.
for which he ia the Grant county
big,
easy
Men
beautiful,
Rev. Ira M. Bryce of El Paso
The
cannot
consistently
ii?ent.
criticise
riding car attratcted much atten- women for their extreme styles in held services in the Animas
tion here and several sales may be clothing as long as they cling to Station school house Tuesday
culminated.
the ridiculous old derby.
evening.
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FOR OLD ONES

Ilea fitti

Is Your

DnssvUp Week Will Start April
14, and Everyone Should Get
. Into the Game

EH

DOPE FOR LOKDSIJURG DUDES

Expert on Men's Clothing Outlines
the Trend of Fashion for
Men this Summer
Evidences are to be found on
every hand that the proposed
Dress-UWeek, from April 14 to
22, is taking a firnv hold on the
minds of Lordsburg people and
there will be a dress parade here
on Easter Sunday that will eclipse
anything of the kind ever seen here
before.
All the merchants in town are
heartily In favor of the scheme and
have brought In stocks of clothing
that have never, been surpassed for
taste and variety. The following
forecast of the summer fashions,
compiled by one of thé town's leading clothing salesmen, will be of in-

i

U

.

That is the first question asked
by those renting or buying homes.

p

HAVE IT. DONE- NOW
You will be surprised to learn
how little it costs to have your
home wired.

Estimates Furnished

terest:

Viewing broadly the fashions for men for
the spring and Hummer seasons' it may be
aid that they are irenerally conservative,
as to form, pattern and color. This does
not mean that they lacking; in novelties and
touches of distinctiveness, for these are the
things that make for character and Individuality in one's dress.
When a man
joins the Easter parade, he will looks his
he
wearing
if
best
one of the new slightla
ly form tracing models, from which most of
the shoulder padding has been eliminated.
The coat follows the lines of the natural
figure, and drapes very beautifully.
The
most attractive feature of the coats is that
while they are smaller and forra fitting,
they are very comfortable because of the
lack of padding and stiffening.
The fronts
of the coats are soft, with a roll effect.
Even the suits for the men most conservative in 'a ess have that touch of youth to
them which gives them a smart effect.
Plaids and greys will be popular, but
the so called banjo stripes and materials
flecked with bright colors by means of silk
threads will be much in evidence.
Florida has already given the cue for the
extremely warm weather.
Palm Beach
stronger popularity.
The addition of a
suits, which made their appearance in. this
city last summer, will be in evidence, and
fabric, called Dixie Weave,
new
has been made to the group of hot weather
fabrics.
The finish of this cloth makes
possible a great variation of colors and designs.
Trousers for the season are narrow and
most of them are worn with the cuff.
In hats, broader brims are in evidence,
and the hats are lighter in weight, with
shades of green pearl and lighter shades
of brown most in demand.
Panamas for the coming season do not
vary greatly from the block shapes of last
season, but the braided straws have slightly
wider brims.
This is to be a silk shirt year, with a tendency toward color. Wide stripes are the
most striking designs.
Tan shoes will be popular and blacks
will also be worn, but this will be the biggest white shoe season ever known. .Low
shoes will be worn, hut the lasts and generaJ
design show no changes of note.
Fancy striped silk hosiery is being shown
and in spite of the scarcity of dye materials, color is the predominant note in neckwear.

Dress and the manner of wearing it are matters of no mean
importance. Dress does not make
the man nor the woman, but it
marks them, and it gives the one
ouwtard sign from which people in
general can, and often do, judge
the internal state of mind and feeling of a person, for the dress is
seen, while the mind is unseen.
Get in the game, dress up and
stay dressed up. You will look
Detter, feel better, and make everyone with whom you come in
contact have a greater respect for
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Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
Nesch's Butter Crust Bread
BEST

Every Loaf Wrapped

EARTH

ON

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery
Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headquarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
We Have t&c Business,
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Paul Nesch, Proprietor
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G. E.

IIaltom,' Manager
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Touring Car Scivice Fhone42

W. M. BENTLEY. Proprietor
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Reasonable Rates
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Careful Drivers
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Insuranc- e-

Real Estáte

you.

MINING PROPERTY FOR SALE
Five developed silver and gold
claims. Mill, bunk-houscorrals
etc. Mines have produced over
?100,000.
Will sell claims and
surface improvements for $7,000.
Enquire of F. V. Bush.

Momiiigstar

S Augustine

e,

14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

.

J.

0

newly-acquire- d

semi-windu-

Gentle-men-

4.

k

ASSAYING
Copper, gold and silver assays,
$1.00. Accurate work. Returns in

24

hours.

Modern laboratory.
at Western Liberal

Leave samples

office.

CATTLE RANCH WANTED
Responsible parties would buy
stocked cattle ranch up to $100,000
value. Must be good range and
stock.
Address replies to Western Liberal.
Wanted:
Men to sell nursery
stock. Steady employment. Paid
weekly.
Established forty years.
Ottawa Star Nurseries. Ottawa.
Kansas.
2t

Catarrh Cannot Be, Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS,
as they
,. . . -cannot
.
. ,
.uuu..
retifh Him .., ,.e
or constitutions! JUense, and In order to cure It
you must tske lirternul remedies.
Hail's Cstarrh
Cure Is taken uiteruslly, and acts directly
upon
the bhKid snd mucous surlucus. .llsll's CatsiTU
Curo Is not a lunik
It was prescribed by oiia of the bent phyaleluns In this
country tor years and Is a
pr.scrlptluu.
It Is composed of the best resist
toulcs.....kuowu,
with ths- !.... hi.-.- .,
ji uiimiiiiti,..
retlly on the. mucous surfaces. The
erfeet
c.iliiUliialloa uf the two Ipgrcdlents is What
uo wonderful results lu curluf catsrrh.
Sead fur tiaitluiunlsls, free.
F. J. CHENEY ti 0., Props., Toledo,
8old by Druggists, price 75c.
Tske Hall's Kinilly pills for conitlnstiott.
i
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Read the Stories of

Salinos

H GGOUllt

In This Week's Liberal

Savings Bank Department
Will Open Soon

i

SALESMAN - POflTTPT RTnF!
LINE. NEW T.TVF. PROPO
SITION, all merchants in towns
of 100,000 and under want it.
tays S5.00 commission on each
sale. No collecting; no risk to
merchant. We take back unsold
goods. Easiest, biggest paying
side line ever offered. CAN- 'OH Sicpl St.
FIELD MFG.
Chicago.

First National Bank
LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

